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Abstract	  

	  
This paper examines on what extent India’s closed economy was affected by the global financial 

crisis and whether capital controls implemented by Indian policy makers throughout the years 

protected or deteriorated the country in the aftermath of the financial shock. I first construct a model 

of India’s GDP determinants, broadly in E. Kowalski East Asia economic growth framework and 

using a de jure index of restrictions to measure the impact of controls; secondly I build a series of 

models that correlate India, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam’s 

GDP with de facto capital control measures (trade openness and foreign direct investment openness 

indicators) during 2008 financial crisis. The second model’s aim is to compare the single countries’ 

results, accordingly to their degree of openness, with the results obtained in the Indian model.  

Numerical results reveal a low significance both of de jure and de facto indicators respectively in 

the first and second models, not allowing to deduce the direction of benefits (or obstruction) that 

Indian history of state interventions, limits on the flows and last years steps towards financial 

integration brought in conjunction with the recent global slowdown.  
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1. INTRODUCTION	  
	  

The British first introduced capital controls in India in 1942, as a complex framework of restrictions 

on capital and current account. Following the IMF Structural Adjustment Program in 1991, the 

current account began to liberalize and while some of the restrictions on the capital account were 

removed, the framework for a potential new imposition of the controls remained untouched until 

2000, when the current account was finally made fully convertible and the framework modified. 

The Government on India (GOI) represents the major regulator in the horizon of capital account 

restrictions in India, for what concerns the Foreign Direct Investments. It determines the sectors 

open to FDIs and the caps on foreign equity holdings. The Foreign Portfolio Investments are 

regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), which also regulates the Indian 

Capital Markets. 

The controls mainly have a quantitative nature, which can be imposed as an absolute restriction or a 

relative restriction. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the economic growth of India in terms of financial 

integration in the global economy.  

The first section starts with a discussion of the facts characterizing the Indian experience as a 

planned economy, with particular attention to its economic development, institutional orientation 

and international relations. The focus in the second part shifts on the events that occurred during 

and after the financial crisis in 2008, and will evolve in the scrutiny of the types of capital controls 

imposed in the country, together with the authorities perception of the financial crisis and the policy 

responses, to conclusively assess the effectiveness of this responses through two quantitative 

analysis of the capital controls effects on the growth of Indian economy. The empirical analysis 

follows two separate methodologies: the two models are based on the two categories of capital 

controls indicators present in the literature: de jure measures and de facto measures. The IMF 

indicators database (Fernández, Klein, Rebucci, Schindler, & Uribe, 2015) supported the 

construction of the first model, which is based on the explanatory function described by Elizabeth 

Kowalski (2000) to individuate the impact of macroeconomic variables on the GDP growth of 

developing countries. The second model uses the World Bank development indicators to calculate 

the de facto measures of capital account openness. By comparing the trends of trade and foreign 
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direct investments flows in India with some East Asian economies, the paper tries to estimate the 

relation between the openness of Indian economy and its growth in the years of financial crisis. 

A large literature is available on this subject:  

Quinn, (1997) uses a multivariate regression analysis to find out with which political and economic 

variables change in international financial regulation is associated; Rodrik (1998) with the East 

Asian crisis as background, demonstrates how capital controls are essentially uncorrelated with 

long-term economic performance, once other determinants are controlled for, while Klein (2005) 

shows that the effect of capital account liberalization on growth depends upon the environment in 

which that policy occurs. 

The following section is built referring on three main sources: the International Monetary Fund’s 

Annual Reports from 1950 to 1998, drawn up in each fiscal year by the IMF Executive Board and 

targeted to the Board of Governors which review the IMF's activities and policies during the 

preceding financial years, ended April 30, and include an audited statement of the IMF's accounts, 

as required by the IMF's Articles of Agreement. Together with the Indian official Five Years Plans 

documents from the Planning Commission, and the U.S. Department of State’s “Investment 

Climate Statements” (from 2007 to 2014) constitute the sources on which the historical and 

institutional review in the first chapter is drawn. The IMF Article IV Consultations for India were 

consulted to build the analysis of the financial crisis effects and the subsequent authorities’ policy 

responses in the second chapter. Kowalski (2000) and Fernández, Klein, Rebucci, Schindler, & 

Uribe (2015) inspired the empirical analysis performed in the third chapter. 
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2. ECONOMIC	  DEVELOPMENT	  IN	  INDIA	  
  

The regulation of international capital flows is subject to controversial debates, which intensified in 

the recent years of global recession. Several authors, supported by empirical evidence, proved how 

free capital flows among countries promote efficiencies and growth. However, non-restricted flows 

are treated with wariness by many national authorities, for the intrinsic risk they disclose in the 

event of adverse global downturns. In the IMF Working Paper “Capital account liberalization: the 

Indian experience” (Jadhav, 2003), an empirical assessment conducted by Rodrik (1998, pp.8-9) is 

reported: he found that “there is no evidence that countries without capital controls have grown 

faster, invested more, or experienced lower inflation”. By highlighting the possible presence of 

reverse causality – i.e. countries with better overall economic performance favouring removal 

capital controls – Jadhav concluded that empirical relationships between open capital account and 

economic performance are more likely to hide the negative relationship than explaining any positive 

relationship. “Capital controls are essentially uncorrelated with long-term economic performance 

once other determinants are controlled for” (Jadhav, 2003, pp.10). 

The increased global integration was the reason why the 2008 economic crush spread from the 

United States at a global level. 

Capital controls were widely used in the past, post-industrial era, where the weak and internal-

demand dependent economies were essentially focused on preserving the national markets than 

expanding abroad. In the hyper-connected environment in which businesses and governments today 

develop and connect, every little change in a market is potentially able to affect geographically 

distant markets and economies in a significant way. The concept of protecting economies from 

adverse scenarios assumes crucial significance for policy makers. 

 

In 2010, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) drastically revised its traditional stand against 

control of capital movements, recognizing that sudden capital surges can pose risk for some 

countries, and acknowledging that controls on capital inflows may be part of a toolkit that countries 

use to ward off financial crises (Ostry, Gosh, Habermeier, Chamon, Qureshi, & Dennis, 2010). This 

change in policy reversed the previous IMF position that favoured the free movement of capital. 

The traditional liberal position of the Fund is reflected in the annual reports, widely taken into 

account in this paper to draft the history of Indian economic development. 
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 This work analyses the institutional and macroeconomic background in which the capital account 

decisions in India are implemented. Capital controls, in the form of barriers, taxes, exchange rate 

management, limits to foreign investments and capital flows, were used as a short-term measure to 

contain the destabilizing flows in a number of developing and emerging economies, included India, 

after the recent financial crisis in 2008. India has traditionally been a closed economy, with an 

history of economic planning, capital account restrictions and a systematic intervention of the 

Reserve Bank in the financial markets. Besides the benefits economic planning has given through 

the years to the second most populated country in the world, economic rigidity and poor financial 

integration became a burden to compete in an increasingly connected world. In 1991, subsequent to 

the crisis that hit the Middle East and expanded to India, almost causing its economic collapse, the 

authorities opened the way to its capital account liberalization, which has slowly advanced in the 

last two decades. Many restrictions are still in place, and many others were restored in the wake of 

the financial crisis to contain its spillovers, but the country remained on the road to liberalization. A 

recent statement of the RBI Executive Director G. Padmanabhan, clarifies the government’s current 

long-term plans for the economy: “...greater opening of capital account is inescapable as the Indian 

economy grows further and becomes global in dimension [...] That will depend on how fast we can 

meet the most important preconditions like fiscal consolidation, inflation control, low level of 

NPAs1, low and sustainable current account deficit, strengthening of financial markets, prudential 

supervision of financial institutions, etc. India has already made visible progress on these fronts [...] 

While there are risks associated with full capital account convertibility, resisting liberalisation over 

an extended period may prove futile and counterproductive. As the economy gets more globalised, 

it will become harder to maintain closed capital accounts” (The Economic Times, 2015). 

This paper aims at providing, through a series of indicators of the degree of control on the capital 

flows, an answer to the question whether protection of the economy has created a sustainable 

advantage for the country during the last financial crisis, or whether it has been a burden to its 

growth and competitiveness and undermined its recovery. In the following sections two models are 

implemented to find an answer to this question. In the first one India’s GDP , used as indicator of 

the country’s recovery, is regressed against different variables that explain the effects of structural 

components of growth, together with a measure of the intensity of capital controls. The model is 

extended over a period of 44 years (from 1970 to 2014). The second model uses a different 

approach, in the attempt to highlight the effect of capital controls on the economy during the 2008 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Non Performing Assets	  
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financial crisis: it compares the effects of trade and direct investments openness on the per capita 

GDP of India to some of the South-East Asian countries that are part of the ASEAN 2, extending 

over a period of 8 years, going from 3 years before to 5 years after the crisis.  

 

2.1. Pre-‐independence	  period	  

 

Indian economy development has been characterized by more than six decades of economic 

planning. The following paragraphs go through the planning era, started in 1961 and still in place 

under the 12th Five Year plan initiated in 2012. Particular relevance is given to policy-makers 

statements and assumptions, to better understand the evolution of the role of the state in the 

economy of one of today’s fastest-growing countries.  

 

The pre-independence period in India was determined by economic stagnation.   

The low income and productivity did not allow a diversification of investments in the private sector, 

which was, at that time, not influenced by the central authorities. There was no diversification of 

productivity, which remained low during the whole period of colonization. The country was not 

auto-sufficient in food and raw materials, and whatever surplus may have been available, was used 

to finance the imports of finished products from abroad, that satisfied the demand of the richest, 

small portions of the population. The agricultural sector did not receive the improvements it 

deserved: although 85% of population relied on agriculture to survive and 70% of the population 

was engaged in the rural sector at the time of independence. The sector was underdeveloped and 

inappropriate to the exigencies of the prevalent rural economy (Kapila, 2008). 

The share of British imports in India was 62,8% in the three years before the First World War. 

Following the war, British imperialism in the region reduced, to definitely end in the wake of the 

Second World War, with imports from the UK decreased to 30,5% (Tagore & Singhal, 2010). 

 

2.2. Independence	  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Association of South-East Asian Nations: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam.	  
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After the independence, India’s government became a parliamentary democracy. The members of 

Parliament were elected by popular vote, and they chose a Prime Minister. The first Prime Minister 

of India was Jawaharlal Nehru, who ruled the country from 1947 until 1964.  

In 1947, the main concern of the Indian government was to limit the inflation and alleviate the food 

shortages. The 1948 Industrial Policy Resolution legitimated the state control over the Indian 

economy and in 1950 a Planning Commission was set up in order to start the first of the twelve 

Five-Year Plans that transformed India in a command economy. 

The Planning Commission priority was to increase the Indian savings rate, to raise to 20%, after 

which the economy could have been able to grow at 5% per year, as stated by the Commission’s 

initial documents.  

 

It is interesting to understand the way the assumptions underlying the underdevelopment of India 

were perceived by the central authority at the time of the first Five-Year Plan: similarly to India, 

many of the developing countries relied exclusively on export of commodities, in many cases with 

large price fluctuations, in order to provide the imports that accounted for the largest part of the 

investment and consumption. As a consequence, the balances of payments were standing on a weak 

equilibrium. In addition the deficiency in raw materials played a main role in the lack of 

development of new technology in India, as described by S. Chakravarti, (1989, pp. 9-17). He also 

refers to the low capacity of saving, given that also in case of improvement of the savings rate, there 

were structural constraints in the capability to convert the savings in productive investments. On the 

matter of unemployment, it was assumed that industrialization would have employed in a more 

efficient way the surplus of workforce at that moment underemployed in agriculture. The market 

mechanisms were considered inefficient, as they would have advantaged the upper-classes 

exigencies instead of the sectors that were central to the economy recovery.  

“The argument, briefly, was as follows: the development of a heavy capital goods base over a 

period of time would lead to the diversification of the export basket in the direction of 

manufactured goods, including machinery and equipment; while the increase in employment, 

leading to an expanded demand for consumer goods, would be met by pursuing ‘capital-light’ 

methods of production”. (Chakravarti, 1989, pp. 9-17). 

The land reforms and taxation, as instruments to make agriculture more productive and efficient, 

was only possible with a strong intervention of the state. 
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In 1949 a devaluation of the UK sterling occurred, followed by a same amount devaluation in 

countries in the sterling area, including India (International Monetary Fund, 1950). 

 

2.3. The	  planning	  era	  

 

The First Five-Years Plan was launched in 1951 under the socialist influence of the Prime 

Minister Nehru. The State embarked in an active role in all the sectors. Besides the plan for the 

public sector, forty-two industries in the private sector were subjected to development programmes. 

The year 1954 was already a favourable year for Indian economy: exports to Japan and United 

States decreased, but this reduction was offset by increased exports of tea to the UK. The 

production of food was improved and this allowed investing in more raw materials and capital 

goods, which improved the industrial environment in the country. This improvement in the terms of 

trade is not to be entirely attributed to the government investments in agriculture, but also to the 

recovery of the prices of certain commodities, including tea (International Monetary Fund, 1955). 

The 1955 balance of payments showed therefore a stronger position: both imports and exports were 

higher than the previous year, and India was able to increase its foreign exchange holdings. Tea and 

cotton textiles declined, while exports of jute manufactures increased moderately. The increase of 

5% in the value of imports, resulting partly from higher prices, was concentrated mainly on capital 

goods, industrial materials and machinery, closely linked to India’s development program. The 

stock of food was augmented through purchases of wheat from the United States and of rice from 

Burma.  

1956 marks the end of the First Five Years Plan, which had been implemented without any inflation 

during the period as a whole. This was possible thanks to the big emphasis given to production of 

food and to favourable weather conditions. India represented in those years an example of how a 

less developed country, not highly dependent on foreign trade, can finance fairly large development 

expenditures without inflationary pressures.  

Although the initial planned objectives were not fully accomplished, the goal of a 5% increase in 

per capita real income had been achieved by 1953-1954 (International Monetary Fund, 1956).  

 

The Second Five Years Plan, adopted in 1956, wanted to strengthen the policy decisions relating 

to the socialist pattern of the society, making them concrete. It had the objective of raising national 

income by 25%, compared with an estimated 18% increase during the First Plan (Planning 
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Commission, 1956). It also included provisions to facilitate additional employment to absorb the 

increase of 10 million people during the period of the previous plan and also to reduce 

underemployment. However, the resources available were not sufficient to cover the planned 

expenditures.  

In 1959 authorities moderated their expansionary financial policies and this helped strengthen their 

balance of payments position. Additionally, imports and especially imports of consumer goods were 

limited, so that the current account deficit could be reduced (see Appendix 2). The same year there 

was also a rise in exports, in contrast with the experience of the two previous years (International 

Monetary Fund, 1960). 

The economy as a whole improved in 1960, with increases in agricultural output and industrial 

production. Development expenditures both in private and public sectors continued to increase in 

order to meet the Second Plan’s objectives.  

Reserve requirements against increases in deposits, in addition to the existing basic reserve 

requirements, were implemented for the first time in early 1960. The sharp fall in foreign exchange 

reserves that had began with the implementation of the Second Plan was arrested in 1958, following 

an increased flow of foreign assistance. 

 

In those years, the whole world entered a phase of turmoil. Policymakers were able to predict the 

collapse of the Bretton Woods system: from the moment of full convertibility on current account 

transactions in 1959, to the steady growth of official and private liquid dollar claims in the hands of 

foreigners and following decrease in the countries’ gold holdings, the post war exchange system 

started its descendent path to become financially unsustainable. 

Diverse countries experienced foreign exchange crisis during the 1960s. The most relevant of these 

events was the pound sterling crisis from 1964 to 1967, which ended up in the devaluation of 1967. 

Since the pound was the second most important of the reserve currencies, this devaluation 

contributed to the pressure on the dollar that led to the abandonment of the gold rule of the system 

in 1968. Similarly, internal political difficulties in France in 1968 caused the devaluation of the 

franc and reflecting the growing pressure on the system, also the deutsche mark was revaluated in 

1969 and floated in May 1971 prior to the closing of the U.S. gold window, in response to selling 

attacks on the deutsche mark. 
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The collapse of Bretton Woods surrounds the events involved in the successive removal of 

convertibility of gold into dollars, ending the role of gold as a liquid dollar claim, and the end of the 

fixed exchange rate regime from 1968 to 1973. The Bretton Woods institutions, in particular the 

International Monetary Fund, which had been the institution overseeing the maintenance of 

convertibility of gold into the dollar and fixed exchange rates, continued their existence and their 

forms of operation. The IMF still had the role of dispensing financial aids, but now it only helped 

those countries that fixed to major currencies rather than to the countries supplying the major 

currencies. Other important features of the Bretton Woods Agreement, such as the free 

convertibility of currencies in current transactions, the dollar as a central payment and reserve 

currency, and the ability to adjust payment imbalances (in a managed float) without deflationary 

measures continued generally unabated (Garber, 1993). 

The post Bretton-Woods era saw the development of transports and communication technologies, 

that undermined the old regime by making international economic integration easier. International 

trade agreements began to reach behind national borders. Finally there was a shift in attitude toward 

openness, as many developing nations came to believe that they would be better served by a policy 

of openness.  

 

In India the atmosphere changed following the mid-sixties currency crisis. The increase in public 

expenses following the armed conflicts with China and Pakistan, together with diminished foreign 

aids, put the economy under severe strain. In 1964 a sharp rise in prices of commodities, together 

with monetary expansion, caused an increase in the balance of payments deficit (see Appendix 4), 

despite the tight restrictions on imports and overseas payments. The heavy official borrowings of 

the previous years posed a debt-servicing problem. Anti-inflationary steps where subsequently 

undertaken, and the monetary expansion slowed down. In particular higher rates of interest were 

introduced, together with restraints on the expansion of bank credit, the imposition of a regulatory 

duty on imports and measures to encourage exports, and the adoption of a budget aimed at 

providing a better balance in the Government's own financial accounts. Despite these measures, the 

external position deteriorated and a crisis occurred when two subsequent droughts hit the country in 

1966 and 1967, and real GDP declined in absolute terms (International Monetary Fund, 1965). Two 

problems came to light: the neglect of agriculture and the excessive dependence on foreign aids. 

The collapsed economy had to be rescued by financing from World Bank and IMF. This experience 

brought the food security in the first line of the policy provisions.  
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In 1966 the rupee was devalued by 36,5% (International Monetary Fund, 1967) and to balance the 

gains from the devaluation, the exports promotion scheme was terminated and the imports 

substantially liberalized. One year later there was still no evident effect of the devaluation on 

exports, because of contingent adverse causes. The positive effects of the promotional measures 

were evident only starting from 1970. The government was forced to cut the imports of further 

goods, needed for development purposes, causing the stagnation of industrial output. The end of the 

droughts partially relieved the economy. The Reserve Bank of India reduced the bank rate from 6 

per cent to 5 per cent in March 1968 and continued to follow a relatively easy policy in order to 

encourage the production and distribution of food and the revival of industrial activity (International 

Monetary Fund, 1967). The expansion of India's exports was led by manufactures such as 

engineering products, iron and steel, chemicals, and by handicrafts. The current account deficit was 

reduced the same year (see Appendix 2).  

 

The Fourth Plan (1969-1974) was centred on the goal of becoming less vulnerable to food 

shortages and foreign aids dependency. The armed conflicts in 1962 and 1965, together with the 

above mentioned adverse conditions, forced the government to modify the pattern of national 

expenditures, and the planning commission to focus on short-term objectives rather than on the 

long-term planning. The strong central coordination of economy was evident in 1969, when 

fourteen big banks, controlling 70% of India’s deposits (Srivastava, 2014) were nationalised. The 

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi received pressure from the older power of the society, the 

“Syndicate”, who wanted the banking sector to be nationalised because, as per their argument, they 

were not working fast enough to spread credit availability across the country. In the Introduction to 

the Fourth Plan, Indira Gandhi says about the nationalisation: “The nationalisation of the fourteen 

big banks is evidence of our determination to bring a greater volume of resources within the area of 

social decision. It has affected a major change in our economic structure. It enables us to pay more 

attention to the “small man’s” needs, and it restricts the scope for the monopolistic operations of the 

privileged few. Among other areas where social considerations have still to make a comparable 

impact are the enforcement of land laws, the management of public sector enterprises, and the 

toning up of the administration as a whole. (...) Socialism involves a reordering of society on a 

rational and equitable basis and this can only be achieved by assigning an expanding role to the 

public sector” (Srivastava, 2014). 

Consensus was not homogeneous within the authorities: Morarji Desai, who was finance minister 
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then, remained against the syndicate arguments and refused to go ahead with the proposal. “Recent 

experience does not suggest that large banks need to be taken over so as to do something they have 

not been doing,” he wrote. However, on July 19, 1969, the Banking Companies (Acquisition and 

Transfer of Undertakings) Ordinance resulted in the ownership of 14 banks being transferred to the 

state. The nationalisation of the banking sector (a second nationalisation of six banks followed in 

1980) was effective in directing the credit to the agricultural and small and medium industries 

sectors. Banks were constrained to reserve 40% of the credit to the priority sectors, which resulted 

in an expansion of the branches in rural areas (Srivastava, 2014). This positive figure was reversed 

in recent years, and this is the reason why P.J. Nayak, chairperson of the Reserve Bank of India- 

says : “It would be better if government banks are brought under the Companies Act.” That would 

allow them to improve their functioning while still meeting the objectives for which they were 

nationalised in the first place. (Srivastava, 2014) 

 

The first year of the fourth plan saw a strengthening of the current account (see Appendix 2), 

accompanied by growth in the output from slightly less than 2 per cent in 1968/69 to more than 5 

per cent in 1969/70 (International Monetary Fund, 1970). The expansion of agricultural output 

(subsequent to improvement in agricultural operations, particularly with respect to wheat) had the 

effect of both raising exports and reducing imports. Recovery of the rural economy in 1969 also 

brought about a significant increase in the potential for mobilization of savings. As the growth rate 

of exports tended to level out during the course of the year, policy emphasis turned toward more 

vigorous export promotion and assurance of financial stability. Monetary policy began to be 

tightened again in early 1970 and during 1971, as some pressure on prices became evident: the bank 

rate was increased as well as the minimum net liquidity ratio. A deterioration of the surplus in the 

current account during the same years was reported, chiefly from reduced need of food grain 

imports and from a fall in the net inflow of capital. 

   

From October 1973 to January 1974 a big oil shock was experienced. Following the U.S. 

deployment with Israel, in the Yom Kippur War (the fourth Arab-Israeli conflict), the Organization 

of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC, which together with non-Arab oil exporters such 

Indonesia, Ecuador and Venezuela, is part of the OPEC) instituted an oil embargo on the United 

States. This move caused the cease of US oil imports from OAPEC nations, which triggered a series 

of production cuts that altered the price of oil worldwide. The price of the barrel nearly quadrupled 
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from the beginning of the embargo to 1974, when despite the withdrawal of the embargo, the 

anomalies in prices remained. As Arthur Burns, chairman of the Federal Reserve at the time, 

explained in 1974, “when OAPEC cut oil production, prices had to rise because the American oil 

industry could not respond by increasing supply. Additionally, non-Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries oil sources were declining as a percentage of the world oil industry, and OPEC 

was therefore gaining a larger percentage of the world oil market. These market dynamics, matched 

with the effect of OPEC nations’ greater participation rights in the industry, allowed OPEC to wield 

a much larger influence over the price setting mechanism in the oil market since their formation in 

1960” (Corbett, 2013). The oil crisis served then to further complicate the macroeconomic 

environment, especially regarding inflation (see Appendix 8).  

The Fifth Plan (1974-1979) coincided with the 1973 oil crisis, which caused a sharp increase in the 

world food prices in 1974-1975 and sharp deceleration of productivity, changed the assumptions on 

which the draft of the Fifth Plan had been framed. For the first time, a plan introduced the concept 

of minimum-needs and anti-poverty programmes, recognising that only growth and industrialization 

could not improve the living conditions of the people. 

 

During the Sixth Plan (1980-1985) and Seventh Plan it became evident that the heavy 

industrialization plan of the previous programmes had created excess of capacity in many 

industries. The focus shifted therefore from heavy industries to infrastructures. It is also during this 

period that an evaluation of the import-substitution strategy begins, and a gradual liberalization of 

the Indian economy started. The Sixth Plan was started under financial constrictions: the country 

was suffering for the continuous rise in the price of petroleum, while the raw materials prices 

produced within the borders remained static. The initial goal of the plan was to achieve a 5.2% 

growth rate (Planning Commission, 1981). The Seventh Plan aimed at stabilising the reached rate of 

5% (Planning Commission, 1985). The rate of growth of the population started to be a matter of 

concern, registering 698.965.575 individuals in 1980, with a steady growth rate of 2% since 1960 

(World Bank data), and limiting its growth became indispensable to ensure the elimination of 

poverty and unemployment. It is in 1985 that the government fiscal position started to worsen. 

The fast-growing economies of China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan 

Province of China, and Thailand continued to outperform the other countries of the region, and they 

also accounted for much of the expansion of regional trade. While prices increases moderated in 

several countries, they worsened in others because of the delayed pass-through of temporarily 
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higher oil prices and strong demand pressures. The inflation performance of the seven fast-growing 

economies continued to worsen, due to capacity constraints and labour shortages arising from rapid 

consumption and investment demand during the extended period of rapid economic growth in the 

1980s. 

India entered the 1990s with substantial internal and external imbalances, which stemmed primarily 

from large fiscal deficits. This caused the Gulf War of 1990 to have widespread and severe effects 

on India’s economy, while the negative impact on several other Asian countries was generally 

moderated by structural reforms and prudent financial policies. In mid-1991 India faced a grave 

external payment crisis. The rupee started with a slide adjustment in the value, and ended up with a 

currency crisis that the authorities at the Reserve Bank of India tried to curb by expending 

international reserves. However, with the reserves nearly depleted, the devaluation did not stop, and 

the exchange rate was sharply cut against the other major currencies on July 1 and July 3, 1991. 

Subsequent to the outbreak of the crisis in August 1990, India's current account was weakened (see 

Appendix 2) by higher oil prices and the loss of workers' remittances, revenue losses and 

expenditures related to the crisis had weakened the budgetary position and international reserves 

had fallen. Disruptions in trade with the former U.S.S.R. also created balance of payments strains.  

 

The newly elected government started negotiating the conditions of a $5 billion to $7 billion loan 

with the International Monetary Fund. The strict conditions imposed by IMF for their loans include 

altering policies viewed by the fund as mistaken or counterproductive, and this caused concern and 

protests in the traditionally self-reliant country (Weinraub, 1991). At the same time, the Indian 

authorities had to realize that without the economic change proposed by the Western, the economy 

would have succumbed. India’s foreign debt climbed at about $72 billion, making it the world’s 

third largest debtor after Brazil and Mexico. The huge loan was released under the conditions of 

reduction of Indian budget deficit, opening of the markets to foreign competition, reduction in the 

amount of licensing requirements, subsidies, and liberalization of investments. P. V. Narasimha 

Rao, elected Prime Minister in June 1991, has immediately moved towards the IMF directives, by 

opening the doors to foreign investments and reducing the hurdles to initiatives and industrial 

policy interventions. Also the Finance Minister, Manmohan Sing, said on that occasion that India 

had to face the “harsh realities” of a changed world, that excessive bureaucracy and controls had 

damaged the nation’s economy and that India’s policies had failed. He additionally compared India 

to South Korea: with the same per capita income in 1956, in 1991 South Korea had emerged as an 
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economic giant while India was about to default (Weinraub, 1991). The Communist Party was 

against the application of the IMF conditions that would have clearly interfered with India’s 

autonomy. Indrajit Gupta, general secretary of the Communist Party of India, said: “The 

controversy we face is not so much over the loan, but the conditions. That’s what concerns us. Is the 

IMF imposing its economic sovereignty over India, that’s what we want to know. The economic 

situation is serious, and something must be done. But when they want us to cut subsidies, who will 

actually be affected, the rich or the poor?” (Weinraub, 1991).  

Despite internal turmoil, the government acted quickly to arrest the deteriorating economic 

situation. Prime Minister Narasimha Rao, along with his finance minister Manmohan Singh, 

initiated the economic liberalisation of 1991. The reforms started reducing the Licence Raj (as the 

“red tape”, or excessive bureaucracy in the government, was called), and announced in that 

occasion its intents to reduce sharply the fiscal deficit and implement a wide range of policies to 

improve Indian economy’s efficiency and competitiveness, including policies to strengthen the 

financial position and performance of public enterprises: deregulation of industry, liberalization of 

trade and foreign investment, and the initial stages of financial sector reform were implemented 

through the Statement on Industrial Policy of 1991. The program for 1991/92-1992/93, sought to 

ease the external payments position, rebuild international reserves, achieve economic growth of 3-

3.5%, and reduce inflation to not more than 6 per cent by 1992/93 (International Monetary Fund, 

1992). A large, sustained reduction in the public sector deficit was central to the strategy. India's 

program also included structural reforms aimed at reducing government intervention through the 

Plans, enhancing domestic competition, and accelerating the country's integration into the world 

economy. To protect the poor from the short-term costs of economic transformation, the 

Government insulated key expenditures. Indian annual real GDP growth went from 5.9% average in 

1980-1990, to 6.2% in the decade 1990-2000. Also the real GDP per capita growth registered an 

increase from 3.8% to 4.4% (International Monetary Fund). 

 

The Eighth Plan was overtaken by the crisis of 1991, and started in 1992, representing the first 

plan in the new market-oriented economy. The Plan’s document stated: “the Plan is indicative in 

nature” (Plannning Comission, 1992), to show the purely indicative and prescriptive role that the 

state assumed from the newly liberalised Indian economy. Following the constraints imposed by the 

IMF, together with the inefficiencies in the public interventions, the State’s role shrank even in the 

sectors that traditionally require State intervention, like health or education. It is in this period that 
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the concept of “public private partnership” (PPP) rose in the areas of development for the country. 

The First Minister P.V.N. Rao’s words in the 8th Plan Foreword clearly explained how the crisis 

that hit the country modified the future of Indian economic planning: “Planning has been one of the 

pillars of our policies since Independence, and our present strengths derive from its achievements. 

There is today recognition that in many areas of activity, freeing them of unnecessary controls and 

regulations and withdrawing State intervention can best ensure development. At the same time, we 

believe that the growth and development of the country cannot be left entirely to the market 

mechanism. The market can be expected to bring equilibrium between "demand" - backed by 

purchasing power - and "supply", but it will not be able to ensure a balance between "need" and 

"supply". Planning is necessary to overcome such limitations of the market mechanism. Planning is 

essential for macro-economic management, for taking care of the poor and the downtrodden, who 

are mostly outside the market system and have little asset endowment. It is thus not a choice 

between the market mechanism and planning; the challenge is to effectively dovetail the two so that 

they are complementary to each other” (PVN Rao, “Eight Five Years Plan” – Foreword, July 9, 

1992). 

The targets on which the success of the plan was based were a reasonable degree of price stability, 

an export growth rate of 13.6% in volume terms, a limitation of the imports to a growth rate of 

8.4% of the GDP, a savings rate of 21.6% and a limit to government dis-savings to 1.1%. The 

reduction of the balance of payments deficit was considered as a priority, and the current account 

kept at 1.6% of GDP during the plan period (Plannning Comission, 1992). 

The program of fiscal consolidation and structural reforms has been put in place during 1991/1992-

1992/1993, and was effective in restoring external confidence, reducing inflation, limiting the 

economic slowdown. The export responded to incentives and a major expansion in inflows of 

private capital took place, together with rebuilt external reserves. 

In 1993/1994 there was a new increase in prices, despite favourable weather conditions and the 

medium and long-term interest rates were high because of a heavy government borrowing 

requirement. Fiscal sustainability would have helped to alleviate pressures on domestic interest 

rates, which had played a role in attracting capital inflows. Lower interest rates would have 

promoted the recovery of private investments, facilitate the progress in financial sector reform and 

help to strengthen bank portfolios. Controls on interest rates were still present at that time, together 

with other burdens on financial intermediation. Although the central government was progressing in 

the reform of trade, with the reduction of import tariffs, financial sector, liberalization and tax 
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reform, there were no improvements in the area of public enterprises and flexibility of markets for 

labour and land, and quantitative restrictions on consumer goods imports were still in place. 

 

In the last years of the 8th Plan the economy registered a robust economic expansion and a solid 

external position: real GDP growth over-performed the estimations: 6% in 1993/1994, 7,2% in 

1994/1995 and 7,1% in 1995/1996 (International Monetary Fund, 1996). Reserves had risen at 

comfortable levels and the current account deficit was modest, with an exchange rate broadly 

competitive. Inflation was high in 1994/1995 (see Appendix 8), reflecting strong domestic demand 

and easier monetary conditions associated with heavy capital inflows. 

The measures undertaken by the authorities were weakened by insufficient progress of the fiscal 

adjustment. The consolidated public sector deficit was estimated at about 10,5% of GDP, close to 

the level of 1990/1991, with high level of public debt (International Monetary Fund, 1996). The 

achievement of the planning commission goals would have required a more vigorous promotion of 

the private sector, including the participation of foreign investors, greater flexibility in the exchange 

rate policy and import further liberalization, as recommended by the IMF Annual Report, 1996. 

 

The Ninth Five Years Plan (1997-2002) was launched in the 50th anniversary of India’s 

independence. The National Development Council accorded priority to agriculture and rural 

development, with a view to generating adequate productive employment and eradication of 

poverty, accelerating the growth rate of the economy with stable prices, ensuring food and 

nutritional security for all, providing the basic minimum services of safe drinking water and 

primary health care facilities, universal primary education, containing the growth rate of population, 

ensuring environmental sustainability of the development process, empowerment of women and 

socially disadvantaged groups (Planning Commission, 1997). 

In 1996 a new government had taken office, inheriting a strong economy. The central government 

deficit had fallen to 5.7% of GDP in 1995/1996 and the money growth was lowered to stabilize the 

economy, with corporate liquidity furtherly constrained by weaknesses in the stock markets and a 

slowdown in capital inflows (International Monetary Fund, 1997). The current account deficit, on 

the external front, widened because of pre-election uncertainties which caused a slowdown in 

portfolio equity: the authorities intervened also on this occasion by intervening on the foreign 

exchange market and tightening the money market conditions, while taking administrative measures 

to discourage the use of trade financing for speculative purposes. The overall balance of payments 
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registered approximately 6 billion $ surplus, boosted by strong private capital inflows (see 

Appendix 4). After February 1996, the foreign exchange market was more stable again. The 

exchange rate management by Indian government made the regime a managed float, not entirely 

subjected to market forces. The authorities kept barriers to foreign direct and portfolio investments, 

even if there were interventions of further liberalization and a number of restrictions were 

eliminated on a range of consumer goods imports. Steps were also taken to ease cumbersome 

regulation of bank lending and to foster development of the government securities and foreign 

exchange markets.    

      

The Asian financial crisis exploded in the summer of 1997 against the scenario of severe financial 

market pressures in several Asian economies, connected in part to concerns about their weak 

financial systems, large external deficits, inflated property and stock market values, maintenance of 

relatively fixed exchange rates, and overdependence on short-term capital flows which tended to be 

allocated to less productive investment. The dependency on external currencies made the shifts in 

competitiveness associated with large fluctuations in the yen/dollar exchange rate an adverse factor. 

The pressures were exacerbated in Thailand, where fragilities in the financial sector raised concerns 

about the sustainability of the pegged exchange rate system. Other countries in the region, notably 

Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines, felt spillover effects from the crisis. In all of these 

countries, acute exchange market pressures eventually led to the adoption of more flexible 

exchange rate arrangements and sizable depreciations of their currencies, as well as sharp declines 

in asset values. Some of them (especially Malaysia) introduced barriers and capital controls to 

overcome the negative effects.   

 

The Tenth Plan (2002-2007) marks the return of a visionary planning of India, after the tone was 

set by the Prime Minister two years before its implementation, when he asked the Planning 

Commission to examine the feasibility of doubling the per capita income and providing 100 million 

work opportunities in ten years. The country was in an extended period of industrial stagnation, and 

the weather-related agricultural failure had re-emerged after nine years of favourable monsoons. 

The international economy too was not performing well. The euphoria generated by the 7% plus 

growth rate of the mid-1990s had evaporated and there was a perceptible lack of national self-

confidence.  

The Prime Minister’s goal lead to the Approach Paper to the Tenth Plan, approved by the National 
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Development Council (NDC), in which it was suggested that although the objective of doubling the 

per capita income was feasible in the ten year time frame, it may be preferable to settle for an 

intermediate target of 8% per annum average growth rate during the five years of the plan, to 

further accelerate during the Eleventh Plan. An important feature of the Tenth Plan has been the 

breaking-down of the national targets to the state-level consultation with State governments, 

accounting for the regional imbalances increased over the years. The plan recognized the priority to 

ease the private activity in every sector of the economy, still restrained by numerous barriers, some 

of which in the Centre and some in the States. Relevance was given to the rural sector for its impact 

on growth: 70% of people were employed in 2002 in agriculture, and 80% of the poor (Planning 

Commission, 2002). 

The Tenth Plan period as a whole achieved an average growth rate of 7.7%, which is the highest 

ever achieved in any Plan period. The last four years of the Plan, the economy reached a growth 

rate of 8.9%, becoming one of the fastest growing economies in the world (Planning Commission, 

2002).  

 

The Eleventh Plan started with these positive results as a solid basis, and aimed as ultimate 

objective to use the fast growing output as a basis to expand incomes and employment and to allow 

a social uplift. The Plan Foreword by the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh (Planning Commission, 

2008) underlines the need to share the benefits of a fast growing economy by the poor (referred in 

the document as the population below consumption based poverty line or more broadly in terms of 

population without access to essential services), the weaker sections of the society and especially 

the Schedule Castes 3, the Scheduled Tribes, Other Backward Classes. The strategy to achieve a 

more inclusive growth is reflected in the adoption of 26 monitorable targets at the national level 

relating to: income and poverty, education, health, women and children, infrastructure and 

environment. Some of these national targets have also been disaggregated into 13 state level targets, 

delivering the responsibility to design practical programs to achieve them to the State governments. 

The Eleventh Plan, (2007-2012) aimed at a growth rate of 9% in the five years, with the average 

investment rate expected to rise from 32% to 37%, with the private share of investments as the bulk 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  The “Scheduled Castes” is the legal and constitutional name collectively given to the groups which have traditionally 
occupied the lowest status in Indian society and the Hindu religion which provides the religious and ideological basis 
for an “untouchable” group, which was outside the caste system and inferior to all other castes. Alternative names: 
“Untouchables”, “Harijans”, various caste names, “Dalits”. Location: throughout India, also Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Bangladesh. Total population of Scheduled Tribes is 84,326,240 as per the Census 2001, which accounts for 8.2% of 
the total population of country. Majority of the Scheduled tribe population live in rural areas. Religion: Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Christianity	  
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of the growth. Still remarked, however, that the emphasis on the private sector does not imply, for 

the authority, a less invasive role of the State in the economy. The plan envisages a large number of 

public policies in many sectors, especially in the social development and infrastructures. 

The world economy slowdown, started in 2008, was reckoned to be able to affect the potential 

growth despite the less dependency of Indian economy on global demand. 
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3. INDIA	  AND	  THE	  GLOBAL	  FINANCIAL	  CRISIS	  	  
 

Indian economy has traditionally been a net importer country, relying on its internal demand, and 

characterized by a structural inflation. Inflation in India is a supply side phenomenon, that the 

government tried to face again after the crisis with several high-impact measures, such as 

improvement of the efficiency of the state programs that support the production of commodities, 

energy, or the allocation of Rs. 50.000 million to a “Warehouse Infrastructure Fund”, in an effort to 

develop the food processing capacity and ease the pressure on the supply in the country (Ministry of 

Finance, 2014).  

After the actual GDP drop behind the level of 5% during the financial year 2013/2014 (see Table 

3), an excess of supply has emerged, although the inflation remained persistent . 

It is essential for the country to rebuild some policy space in order to create a counter-cyclical 

aggregate demand.  

 

Table 3 – Major economic indicators of Indian economy in the last 5 years 

Economic Indicators 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

(projection) 

2015/16 

(projection) 

Real GDP growth (factor 

cost) 

8.9 6.7 4.5 4.7 5.6 6.3 

Consumer prices   

(% change) 

9.5 9.5 10.2 9.5 6.7 6.3 

Central gov. deficit (%GDP) -6.4 -6.0 -5.1 -4.8 -4.4 -4.1 

Current Account Balance 

(US$ billions) 

-48.1 -78.2 -88.2 -32.4 -37.5 -39.4 

FDI (net, US$ billions) 11.8 22.1 19.8 21.6 26.6 29.9 

Portfolio Investment 

(net, US$ billions) 

30.3 17.2 26.9 4.8 25.2 28.3 

Exports (annual % change) 40.4 20.9 -1.0 3.9 6.2 5.8 
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Imports (annual % change) 383.5 499.5 502.2 466.2 492.8 518.7 

Source: IMF (2015) 

 

In the recent years’ background of economic slowdown, the current account deficit (the difference 

between country’s exports and imports) pushes the country in the destabilization direction: India's 

imports have shot up at a faster pace than exports over the decades resulting in a widening gap in 

the trade balance. The deficit rose, from 2,666 US $ million in 2000/01, to 88,163 million in 

2012/13 (from 0.5% of GDP in 2000-01 to 4.7% in 2012/13) (see Appendix 2). 

The deficit in the current account, poses a number of challenges such as depreciation of currency 

pressures, low competitiveness towards foreign markets, pressures on the foreign reserves. This is 

one of the reasons why Indian authorities kept walking the road of capital account liberalization, 

which stimulated the inflows of capital and solved the liquidity issues triggered by the economic 

credit crisis.  

Before going more in the details of Indian Capital and Current account dynamics and regulations, a 

brief description of these two entries of the Balance of Payments is provided: 

 

3.1. Current	  and	  capital	  account	  	  

 

The Balance of Payments is a statement that summarizes an economy’s transactions with the rest 

of the world for a specified time period. This includes all the transactions between a country’s 

residents and its non-residents involving goods, services and income; the transactions are divided in 

three accounts: the current account, the capital or financial account and the official reserves 

account. The current account includes imports and exports of goods, services, investment income 

and current transfers, while the capital account mainly includes sales and purchases in financial 

instruments such as stocks, bonds, bank accounts, real estate and businesses.  

 

The current account is divided into four subcategories:  

 

• The merchandise trade, which represents the exports and imports of tangible goods;  

 

• The services, including receipts and payments for legal, engineering, consulting and other 

performed services and tourists expenditures;  
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• The factor income, where the payments and receipts of interest, dividends and other income 

on previously made foreign investments are reported;  

 

• Unilateral transfers, containing gifts, foreign aid, reparations. 

 

The capital account is divided into three subcategories: 

• Direct investment (FDIs - acquisitions of controlling interests in foreign businesses); 

• Portfolio investment (investments in foreign stocks and bonds that do not involve 

acquisitions of control; 

• Other investment (including bank deposits, trade credit, currency investment etc.). 

 

The official reserve account includes all purchases and sales of international reserve assets, such as 

(e.g. dollars, foreign exchanges, gold, SDRs). 

	  

3.1.1. Arguments	  for	  an	  Open	  Capital	  Account	  	  

      

• Financial efficiency, specialisation and innovation stemming from the positive externalities 

of the global financial competition; 

 

• The open capital account increases the capital basis to sustain the investments in the 

country, which usually are larger than the domestic savings; 

      

• Residents benefit from international competition dynamics to improve their returns on 

investments and consumption decisions; 

 

• An open capital account enables aggregate savings and investments to be optimised by 

setting the right level of prices; 

      

• Savers and investors can diversify their risk using the world market. Diversification 

opportunities help to safeguard the value of their portfolios;  
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• Capital controls are not very effective when the current account is convertible, as current 

account transactions create channels for disguised capital flows; 

 

• Capital controls intend to insulate domestic financial conditions from external financial 

developments. The influence of external financial conditions, however, has been increasing 

over the years even in countries with extensive capital controls and because the costs of 

evading the controls have declined and the attractiveness of holding assets in offshore 

markets have increased, capital controls are increasingly becoming ineffective. 

 

The existing literature has compiled a list of suitable preconditions to the liberalization of the 

capital account: 

• The country should be able to narrow the differences between domestic and foreign 

financial market conditions before reducing the measures of controls on capital; 

 

• The interest rate structure should be flexible, and the fiscal deficit should be reduced, while 

the financing of the deficit should be implemented in a non-inflationary way;  

 

• The taxes on income, wealth, transactions to international levels, should be limited or 

reduced; 

 

• The domestic financial institutions should be efficient and well-performing, restructuration 

and recapitalization should therefore precede the liberalization of the economy; 

 

• The governance systems of financial institutions should be strengthened; 

 

• The internal competition should be fostered  

 

3.1.2. Arguments	  against	  liberalization	  of	  Capital	  Account	  

      

• In developing countries an open capital account could lead to the export of domestic 

savings, which would penalize the domestic investments’ capital needs; 
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• It would affect the fiscal policies of the authorities, which would have to decrease the 

amount of taxes on domestic financial activities, income and wealth;   

      

• Capital convertibility could expose the economy to greater macroeconomic instability 

arising from the volatility of short-term capital movements, the risk of large capital outflows 

and associated negative externalities. 

    

• Premature liberalisation (that is, if the speed and sequencing of reforms are not appropriate) 

could initially stimulate capital inflows that would cause real exchange rate to appreciate 

and thereby destabilise an economy undergoing the fragile process of transition and 

structural reform. Once stabilisation programme lacks credibility, currency substitution and 

capital flight could trigger a Balance of Payments crisis, depreciation and inflation; 

             

• Commodity convertibility ensures a better internal welfare than financial convertibility; 

       

• The open account exposes the economy to speculative short-term movements in the interest 

rates that may make monetary policy ineffective; 

       

• The appreciation that follows the high capital inflows subsequent to liberalization, would 

cause the resources to shift from tradable sectors to non-tradable sectors; this increases the 

external debt;  

 

• A convertible capital account could lead to financial bubbles, especially through irrational 

investment behaviour in real estate and equity market financed by uncontrolled foreign 

borrowing; 

      

• Capital convertibility would expose the distortions in the price of borrowing from abroad to 

the domestic market conditions, and under such circumstances private firms would borrow 

more than what is socially optimal. This generally increases the cost of foreign borrowings 

for all borrowers. 

	  

3.1.3. Current	  account	  liberalization	  in	  India	  
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The Indian experience of capital account liberalisation, such as in many other developing 

countries, was preceded by trade liberalisation. The removal of barriers to trade should 

always anticipate norms to encourage inflows of capital in the country, to avoid that the 

appreciation of the currency subsequent to excessive amounts of capital inflows could 

penalize the exports. In particular, India's trade liberalisation included: 

 

• Elimination of licensing and a progressive shift of restricted items of imports to Open 

General Licences (OGL); 

 

• The reduction of tariff rates, initiated in the early 1990s. The average tariff rate has been 

more than halved between early and late 1990s. The long-term objective of India's tariff 

reduction was to bring such rates in line with those prevailing in the members of Asia 

Pacific Economic Cooperation; 

 

• Removal of non-tariff barriers. Between 1999 and 2001, India has eliminated all quantitative 

restrictions on imports, which were earlier imposed for balance of payments consideration. 

 

Trade is directly affected by a country’s exchange rate. An appreciation of the currency can affect 

exports, making the domestic products more expensive compared to competitors. The current 

regime of the exchange rate has been accompanied by full convertibility on current account with 

effect from August 20, 1994, within the framework of the Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement 

of the International Monetary Fund. Accordingly, several provisions like remittances for service, 

education, basic travel, gift remittances, donation, and provisions of the Exchange Earners’ Foreign 

Currency Account (EEFCA) were relaxed. 

In particular, the measures concerning the current account included: 

 

• Requirement of repatriation and surrender of export proceeds while allowing a portion of it 

to be retained in foreign currency accounts in India which could be used for approved 

purposes;  
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• Allowing Authorised Dealers to sell foreign exchange for underlying transactions based on 

documentary evidence; 

  

• Placing indicative limits for purchase of foreign exchange to meet different kinds of current 

account transactions, which were reasonable in relation to the purpose. 

 

3.1.4. Capital	  account	  liberalization	  in	  India	  

 

The work on convertibility of the capital account started before the South East Asian Crisis of 1997. 

India committed toward an appropriate road map for liberalizing the restrictions on capital 

transactions through a Committee on Capital Account Convertibility (CAC). The committee was 

chaired by the former RBI governor S.S. Tarapore and set up by the Reserve Bank of India in 

consultation with the GOI to revisit the subject of fuller capital account convertibility in the context 

of the progress in economic reforms, the stability of the external and financial sectors, accelerated 

growth and global integration. 

The economists Surjit S. Bhalla, M.G. Bhide, R.H. Patil, A.V. Rajwade and Ajit Ranade were the 

members of the Committee. 

The Reserve Bank of India has also constituted an internal task force to re-examine the extant 

regulations and make recommendations to remove the operational impediments in the path of 

liberalisation already in place. The task force submitted its recommendations in 2007. Their tasks 

consisted in: 

• Undertaking a review of the existing regulations on current and capital accounts, especially 

items in one account that have implication for the other account, and ironing out 

inconsistencies in such regulations; 

• Examining existing repatriation/surrender requirements in the context of current account 

convertibility and management of capital account; 

 

• Identifying areas where consolidation and simplification of procedure were possible and 

remove the operational burdens, especially in respect of the ease with which transactions at 

the level of authorized entities are conducted, so as to make liberalisation more meaningful; 
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• Ensuring that guidelines and regulations were consistent with regulatory intent; 

• Reviewing the delegation of powers on foreign exchange regulations between Central Office 

and Regional offices of the RBI and examining, selectively, the efficacy in the functioning 

of the delegation of powers by RBI to Authorised Dealers (banks).  

 

The committee deliberated that India was ready for this step, prior to elimination of weaknesses in 

the financial system. 

 

It is now important to clearly understand what full CAC (equivalent to a floating exchange rate) 

implies for a country: it means the freedom to convert local financial assets into foreign financial 

assets and vice versa at market determined rates of exchange. This means that capital account 

convertibility allows anyone to freely move from local currency into foreign currency and back.  

It refers to the removal of restraints on international flows on a country's capital account, enabling 

full currency convertibility and opening of the financial system. 

A capital account refers to capital transfers and acquisition or disposal of non-produced, non-

financial assets, and as already described in detail, is one of the two standard components of a 

nation's balance of payments. The other being the current account, which refers to goods and 

services, income, and current transfers.  

As mentioned, the final report of the Tarapore Committee suggested necessary domestic policy 

measures and changes in institutional framework for achieving the objective. The unique aspect of 

the Report was that despite the strong wave in favour of CAC that was prevailing prior to the East 

Asian crisis, it emphasized the importance of preconditions and sequencing. The report of the 

commission particularly stressed the following pre-conditions to the achievement of CAC: 

 

i. Fiscal consolidation 

ii. Low inflation 

iii. Adequate FX reserves 

iv. Strong financial system 

 

This recommendations, in the Indian economic and financial system, seemed somewhat inconsistent 

with the “impossible trinity” (described in detail in the next section): an open capital account 

requires a more flexible exchange rate, and a fixed/managed regime, like the Indian one, would 
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have turned vulnerable to attack once the capital account had opened up. For this reason, the 

authorities did not accept the recommendations of the Committee, and kept a managed float, or a 

partial convertibility of the C.A. The exchange rate that evolved during this regime (since March 

1993) has successfully avoided both large volatility and major misalignment in terms of Real 

Effective Exchange Rate appreciation (REER)4. 

 

Following the growth of foreign exchange reserves, from 2004 on, the government had taken 

several steps to relax the exchange rate. During the 2008 crisis, large interventions were undertaken 

in response to large capital outflows. 

Subsequent to the Committee on Capital Account Convertibility Report, substantial liberalisation of 

the capital account has been made, particularly with respect to inward foreign investment.  

In its process of liberalization, Indian authorities have always tried to avoid the high instability that 

comes with higher growth.     

As mentioned by Panagariya (1998), “most of the benefits of capital mobility can be reaped via 

partial mobility, principally equity and direct foreign investment”. According to this principle, India 

has been prudently managing external debt flows (e.g. External Commercial Borrowings -ECB are 

subjected to overall annual ceilings, maturity norms and end-use restrictions.  

Virmani (1999) argued for a more extreme form of convertibility: following a more liberal wave, he 

proposed that every resident individual should be allowed to use up to $50,000 per annum to 

purchase goods and services abroad, and to open a bank account abroad. Also the private sector 

should have been, according to him, allowed to make financial capital transfers abroad up to 

$50,000 per year. Many of these suggestions were indeed implemented a decade later, in the 

attempt to raise today’s Indian economy. 

      

In its slow process of capital account convertibility, Indian authorities, as highlighted by Reddy 

(2000), made a clear distinction among inflows and outflows, with different treatment towards 

inflows (less restricted), outflows associated with inflows (free) and other outflows (more 

restricted). 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  The	  REER	  is	  the weighted average of a country's currency relative to an index or basket of other major currencies 
adjusted for the effects of inflation. The weights are determined by comparing the relative trade balances, in terms of 
one country's currency, with each other country within the index.	  
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Similarly, differences are present between residents and non-residents, individuals (highly 

restricted) and corporates (restricted), financial intermediaries (more restricted) and institutional 

investors (less restricted). 

The management of the capital account relies on a combination of direct administrative controls 

(i.e., interest rate ceilings) and market-based instruments of control (i.e., tax or reserve 

requirement). The prudential policy of ensuring a well diversified capital account with rising share 

of non-debt liabilities and low percentage of short-term debt in total debt liabilities is reflected in 

India’s policies of foreign direct investment, portfolio investment and external commercial 

borrowings. As already mentioned, quantitative annual ceilings on ECB along with maturity and 

end-use restrictions broadly shape the ECB policy. Non-Resident Individuals (NRI)’s deposits have 

been liberalised. FDI is encouraged through a liberal but dual route: a progressively expanding 

automatic route and a case-by-case route. Portfolio investments, which have been progressively 

liberalised, are restricted to selected players, particularly approved institutional investors and the 

NRIs. Indian companies are also permitted to access international markets through Global 

Depositary Receipts and American Depositary Receipts (GDRs/ADRs), subject to approval. 

Foreign investment in the form of Indian joint ventures abroad is also permitted through both 

automatic and case-by-case routes. Restrictions on outflows involving Indian corporates, banks and 

those who earn foreign exchange (e.g. exporters) have also been liberalised over time, subject to 

certain prudential guidelines. 

In what follows, a detailed review of various aspects of liberalisation are presented, first with 

respect to foreign investments, than to exchange rate management and financial opening.  

 

3.1.4.1. Foreign	  direct	  investment	  policy	  

 

India controls foreign investments with limits on equity and voting rights, mandatory government 

approvals and caps. Since 1991, with the Statement on Industrial Policy, the regulatory framework 

about foreign investment is consistently easier and investor-friendly. The government has allowed 

automatic FDI approvals in many sectors. 

The foreign investment policy is covered in different ways. The most important regulation is the 

Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA), 1999.  

Although the policy has been relaxed in the last decades, many constraints to investments are still in 

place, together with a generalized hostility towards foreign direct investments. The business climate 
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suffers from differences in processes from industry to industry and in many cases the procedures 

still remain not completely transparent.  

In 2005 the Government of India (GOI) furtherly relaxed the previous restrictions on new FDIs in 

India by foreign partners of joint ventures. The previous rules (Press Note n.18, 1998) required a 

release by the Indian partner, and the GOI approval for the new investments. According to the new 

regulation, restrictions remain in place only for already existing joint ventures, while it is allowed to 

the newly formed ones the opportunity to negotiate the terms between the counterparts on a 

commercial basis. The document is unclear concerning the way out from the already existing joint 

ventures. 

Finally in 2007, coinciding with the exceptional growth of the economy, India became the second 

world’s best destination for FDIs, registering a rise of 153% compared to 2005 levels (Bureau of 

Economic and Business Affairs, 2010).  

After the global slowdown, a Press Note released in February 2009 by the Ministry of Commerce 

and Industry (MOCI), in the attempt to alleviate the financial crisis domino effect, promoted foreign 

investments on a new extent: according to it, a company with foreign investments, majority-owned 

or controlled by Indian residents, could conduct downstream investments without caps limits for 

that sector. At the opposite, downstream investments by foreign owned companies (or NRIs) still 

had to count the caps as per regulations. Despite the steps towards liberalization of the recent years, 

the liberalization proceeds at a substantially slow pace if compared to other fast growing economies. 

India’s business climate has become object of growing concerns for domestic investors, resulting in 

a decline of capital formation in the country and an increase in outbound FDIs. Inbound FDIs 

decreased by 30% in 2010, as reported by the UN Report 2011. 

 

Under the current framework, FDI is permitted by all categories (of investors) and in all sectors, 

except the following: 

 

• Activities and sectors not open to private sector investment, e.g. atomic energy; 

 

• The lottery business, including government / private lotteries, online lotteries, etc.; 

 

• Gambling and betting, including casinos; 
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• Agriculture (excluding floriculture, horticulture, apiculture, seed development, animal 

husbandry, pisciculture, aquaculture and cultivation of vegetables, mushrooms, etc., under 

controlled conditions and services related to the agriculture and allied sectors); 

 

• Plantations (excluding tea plantations); 

 

• Real estate business (except construction development projects) or construction of farm-

houses; 

• Chit funds, nidhi companies or trading; 

    

• Transferable development rights; 

 

• Manufacturing of cigars, cheroots; 

       

• Cigarillos and cigarettes, tobacco and tobacco substitutes. 

     

Foreign investment can be made in other sectors under two following routes: the automatic route, 

through which no prior approval is required from regulatory authorities but post facto notification to 

RBI through Authorized Bankers is necessary, and the government approval route. The second one 

requires approval from: 

 

• The Ministry of Commerce and Industry’s (MOCI) Department of Industrial Policy and 

Promotion (DIPP) for single-brand product retailing, Non-Resident-Individuals (NRIs) 

proposals, or Overseas Corporate Bodies (OCBs); 

 

• The MOCI’s Department of Commerce for export-oriented unities proposals to invest out of 

India; 

 

• Ministry of Finance’s Foreign Investment Protection Board (FIPB) for all the others. 

 

3.1.4.2. Exchange	  Rate	  Management	  	  
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At the time of its independence, India was among the original IMF members and had to adopt the 

Bretton-Woods exchange rate system. According to this system each country had to peg the value 

of its currency in terms of gold or US dollars and maintain it within a range of variation from the 

defined value. 

When Bretton Woods collapsed in 1971, the rupee was initially pegged to the sterling, then to a 

basket of 14 currencies, reduced to 5 during the whole 1980s. The currency crisis of 1991 signed 

the collapse of the pegged system in India, and paved the way for the capital account convertibility. 

As a part of the overall macro-economic stabilisation programme, the exchange rate of the rupee 

was devalued in two stages by 18 per cent in terms of the US dollar in July 1991. With that, India 

entered into a new phase of exchange rate management. Subsequently, the Liberalised Exchange 

Rate Management System (LERMS) was introduced in 1992, and later replaced by the Unified 

Exchange Rate System (UERS) in 1993. The net result was an effective devaluation of the rupee by 

around 35 per cent in nominal terms and 25 per cent in real terms between July 1991 and March 

1993 (Jadhav, 2003).  

A recent IMF study of 20 selected developing and industrial countries has described India's 

exchange rate policy as being "ideal" for Asia. While few countries with global or reserve 

currencies (like US Dollar and Euro) have in place a free float, most of the countries, including 

India and even some industrial countries adopted intermediate regimes of various types, such as 

managed floats with no pre-announced path and independent floats with foreign exchange 

intervention moderating the rate of change and preventing undue fluctuations. On the other hand, 

with periodic episodes of currency crises in East Asia and most recently in Argentina, a fixed 

exchange rate system is clearly out of favour. Since the external value of the currency continues to 

be a matter of concern to most countries, with a liberalised capital account regime, intervention by 

most central banks has become necessary due to the growing importance of capital flows in 

influencing the exchange rate movements on a day-to-day basis. Countries should therefore be able 

to intervene or manage exchange rates, at least to some degree, if movements are believed to be 

destabilising in the short-run. 

The main pillars of exchange rate management in India are characterised by the following strategies 

of the central bank, being the main objectives of India’s exchange rate policy to ensure that the 

economic fundamentals are truly reflected in the external value of the rupee: 
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• RBI does not have a fixed "target" for the exchange rate which it tries to defend or pursue 

over time; 

 

• RBI is prepared to intervene in the market to dampen excessive volatility as and when 

necessary;  

    

• RBI's purchase or sales of foreign currency are undertaken through a number of banks and 

are generally discreet and smooth; and 

 

• Market operations and exchange rate movement should, in principle, be transaction oriented 

rather than being purely speculative in nature.   

After the 2008 crisis, the Indian Rupee has matured to a regime of floating exchange rate from the 

earlier versions of ‘managed float’. 

The system has prioritized these objectives while dealing with the management of the rate: 

i. Reduce volatility in exchange rates, ensuring that the market correction of exchange rates is 

effected in an orderly and calibrated manner; 

ii. Help maintain an adequate level of foreign exchange reserves; 

iii. Prevent the emersion of destabilisation by speculative activities; and 

iv. Help eliminate market constraints so as to assist the development of a healthy foreign exchange 

market. 

 

The resulting current regime is therefore a freely floating exchange rate regime operating within the 

framework of exchange control. Although rates of exchange are determined in the market, RBI can 

intervene in the market to modulate the volatility and sharp depreciation of the rupee. It effects 

transactions at a rate of exchange, which could change within a margin of 5 per cent of the 

prevailing market rate. A Reference Rate, based on quotations of selected banks on Bombay at 

twelve noon, is announced every day by RBI, and it is applicable to Special Drawing Rights 
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transactions 5 and transactions routed through the Asia Clearing Union. Current receipts are 

surrendered or deposited to the banking system, which in turn meets the demand for foreign 

exchange. The principal currency for RBI transactions is the US dollar. 

3.2. Banking	  system	  in	  India	   	   	   	  

The following are the steps taken by the Government of India to regulate banking institutions in the 

country, prior to liberalization: 

• 1949: Enactment of Banking Regulation Act. 

• 1955: Nationalisation of State Bank of India. 

• 1959: Nationalisation of SBI subsidiaries. 

• 1961: Insurance cover extended to deposits. 

• 1969: Nationalisation of 14 major banks. 

• 1971: Creation of Credit Guarantee Corporation. 

• 1975: Creation of regional rural banks. 

• 1980: Nationalisation of seven banks with deposits over 200 crore.  

From 1969, when 14 major banks were nationalised, to 1991, when the banking sector was 

liberalized, 80% of the banking segment in India was under Government ownership. The largest 

was and remained the State Bank of India (SBI). The public banks do not have any excess in 

regulations over other commercial banks, but government, which therefore controls the main credit 

decisions of the State, directly appoints the management.  

 

The opening of the financial sector is a crucial element of capital account liberalisation due to its 

implications of systemic risks on financial and macroeconomic stability. The liberalisation of 

foreign investment in the financial sector is often taken to be a benchmark of the process of reforms 

itself. Secondly, the introduction of foreign players typically imparts a degree of market discipline 

to the domestic industry. Foreign banks in India, for example, have typically enjoyed higher 

profitability with higher spread as well as better asset quality.    

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  SDR	  is	  an international type of monetary reserve currency, created by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1969, 
which operates as a supplement to the existing reserves of member countries. Created in response to concerns about the 
limitations of gold and dollars as the sole means of settling international accounts, SDRs are designed to augment 
international liquidity by supplementing the standard reserve currencies. Today the SDR basket consists of the euro, 
Japanese yen, pound sterling, and U.S. dollar. The value of the SDR in terms of the U.S. dollar is determined daily and 
posted on the IMF's website - IMF Factsheet, September 24, 2015	  
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Opening up the financial sector and the economy also meant that balance sheets of the financial 

intermediaries are exposed to the risks of financial fragility. In order to enhance financial stability, 

the Reserve Bank has initiated several measures to strengthen balance sheets. There are now 

prudential norms relating to income recognition, asset classification and provisioning requirements 

and incentive-based regulation through the prescription of capital to risk-weighted assets.   

The Indian banking sector is today distinguished in scheduled banks, those included in the Second 

Schedule of the RBI Act, 1934, and non-scheduled banks. The scheduled banks are further 

classified into:  

 

• Nationalised banks;  

• State Bank of India, the larger and oldest in India, and its associates;  

• Regional Rural Banks (RRBs);  

• Foreign banks;  

• Other Indian private sector banks. 

 

The term ‘commercial banks’ refers to both scheduled and non-scheduled commercial banks, which 

are regulated under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. 
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Table 3.2 – Banking structure in India 

Source: TNAU Agritech Portal  
 

3.3. The	  global	  financial	  crisis	  

Since the Lehman collapse, there have been in India two sharp capital outflow surges and two 

capital inflow surges. The first outflows increase started after the crisis outbreak, until mid-2009, 

while the second began since May 2013 and is still on-going. The surges in capital inflows took 

place from 2003 to 2008 and from 2009 to 2013. Capital control measures were undertaken under 

the RBI governor Y.V. Reddy to discourage the first inflows surge. This measures included (Oncu, 

2013): 

• Reduction on caps on interest rates on non-resident bank deposits (discourage inflows) 

• The ban of External Commercial Borrowing by real estate companies (discourage inflows) 

• The prepayment limit on ECB was raised (encourage outflows) 

• Raise of portfolio investment limits of Indian companies (encourage outflows) 
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When the crisis hit, India could not insulate itself from the adverse developments in the 

international financial markets, despite having a banking and financial system that had little to do 

with investments in structured financial instruments carved out of subprime mortgages, whose 

failure had set off the chain of events culminating in a global crisis. Economic growth decelerated 

in 2008/2009 to 3.9 per cent (see Table 3.6 below). To counter the fist negative fallout of the global 

slowdown on the Indian economy, the Federal Government responded by providing three focused 

fiscal stimulus packages in the form of tax relief to boost demand and increased expenditure on 

public projects to create employment and public assets. India’s central Bank took a number of 

monetary easing and liquidity enhancing measures to facilitate flow of funds from the financial 

system to meet the needs of productive sectors. 

 

Table 3.6 –Real GDP growth in India  

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

GDP growth 9.3% 9.8% 3.9% 8.5% 10.3% 6.6% 5.1% 6.9% 7.3% 

Source: IMF data (2015) 

 

From all accounts economic recovery seemed to be well underway. The sharp slowdown of the 

growth, soon after the crisis hit, moderated in 2010/11, as short-term effect of the emergency 

measures were implemented to boost liquidity. GDP growth was nearing the pre-crisis levels, to 

successively worsen again in the last 5 years. The causes of the subsequent slowdown are to be 

researched in the structural characteristics of the country. A study from European Central Bank 

from 2004 argues that “countries tend to gain in the short-term, immediately following capital 

account liberalisation, but may not grow faster or even experience temporary growth reversals in 

the medium to long-term”. The findings of the research demonstrated that “the acceleration of 

growth immediately after liberalisation is found to be often driven by an investment boom and a 

surge in portfolio and debt inflows. By contrast, the quality of domestic institutions, the size of FDI 

inflows and the sequencing of the liberalisation process are found to be important driving forces for 

growth in the medium to longer term” (Fratzscher & Bussiere, 2004).   
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Moreover, in the case of India, investors lost confidence on the currency as well as on the economy. 

India’s currency sharply lost its value in comparison to other global currency. Government of India 

and the Reserve Bank of India have taken several measures to manage the current account deficits 

to sustainable levels. Other measures were also undertaken to promote exports, curb imports 

especially of luxury items like gold and other non-essential items. 

The concerted effort by government helped in bringing down the current account deficit to 1.7% in 

2013-14, constituting a 60% reduction in a year (PricewaterhouseCoopers Private Limited , 2014). 

In the current financial year, the government is trying to restrict it at a lower level. The softening of 

global crude prices shall provide major relief to curtail the current account deficit significantly. 

      

3.3.1. Policy	  responses	  	  

      

The authorities specific measures taken in response to the crisis were numerous. The Reserve Bank 

of India was quick in reversing its policy stance and the reductions in interest rates, the cash reserve 

ratio (CRR), and the statutory liquidity requirement (SLR) together with risen open market 

operations were promptly implemented.   

     

According to IMF, the global financial crisis in India exasperated a cyclical downturn that was 

already underway. The GDP slowdown registered was pulled down mainly by weaker investment 

and private consumption.  

India’s external position was already weakened by high commodity prices and global turmoil when 

the crisis hit. With the oil import bill rising by over 50 per cent, the current account deficit widened 

to 3.75% per cent of GDP in April–September compared to 1.5% per cent of GDP in 2007/08 even 

though exports of goods and services held up well. October and November of that year saw exports 

contracting by over 10%, partly owing to disruptions in trade credit, but softer import growth kept 

the trade deficit in check. Capital inflows in the first half of 2008/09 fell to 3.5% of GDP), less than 

half of those in the same period a year earlier.  

The 23 per cent depreciation of the currency versus the U.S. dollar in 2008 (11 per cent since end-

August) was one of the largest in Asia, despite RBI intervention. From a historical peak of US$315 

billion in May 2008, foreign exchange (FX) reserves have declined to US$255 billion (January 2, 

2008), with a US$39 billion drop in October alone (half of which was due to valuation losses). 
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On the side of monetary and exchange rate policy, RBI promptly intervened in 2008 to give priority 

to growth and financial stability. The monetary policy, directed towards containment of inflation 

before September 2008, was directed to measures to ease liquidity (by cutting the CRR by 400 bps, 

the policy rate by 350 bps and the SLR) (International Monetary Fund, 2008).  

   

Overall financing conditions in the country were tight, despite the substitution of domestic credit for 

other sources of funding. Bank became more reluctant to extend credit, reflecting the concerns 

about the outlook of Indian real economy. The RBI at that time had a positive attitude, stating that 

the steps they had already taken to boost liquidity had proven effective. In addition, the introduction 

of new refinance facilities for certain sectors of the economy was helping to alleviate stress on these 

sectors. The authorities did not openly recognize any evidence of a turn in the credit cycle and 

maintained that banks were well positioned to sustain deterioration in market conditions. Instead of 

banks’ reluctance to lend, the problem was more that high economic growth witnessed in the few 

years prior to the crisis outbreak, had resulted in a sharp rise in demand for bank credit and the 

onset of the global financial turmoil had further raised this demand due to the drying up of external 

funding sources. In analysing the Indian authorities view at that time, the IMF Article IV 

Consultations from 2008 reports: “The authorities noted that several of the RBI’s new and 

expanded liquidity facilities (including those for foreign exchange) had not been fully utilized, and 

that banks were depositing excess liquidity. These factors indicated that liquidity pressures had 

been addressed successfully. The authorities saw little evidence of unmet credit demand, but 

expressed concerns about slowing credit growth which they viewed as primarily demand-driven”. 

And also “RBI officials noted that banks continued to lend vigorously. [...] However, they 

expressed concern about the slow pace of transmission from policy to market interest rates and 

about what appeared to be a noticeable decline in credit demand since October”. 

“The RBI reaffirmed that India pursues a flexible exchange rate policy, intervening only to smooth 

volatility. In this connection, they pointed to the large depreciation of the rupee against the U.S. 

dollar in recent months. However, the authorities were sceptical about the (IMF) staff’s 

recommendation of letting the exchange rate find a floor, since in times of financial volatility, the 

floor has no significance”. (IMF Article IV Consultation, 2008 pp. 22-23) 

     

The expansion of bank credit was, in reality, affected by structural factors, including the high 

government borrowing requirement and the regulations on priority sector lending. These constraints 
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were considered by the policy makers, which continued their process of further capital account 

liberalization, albeit it was not accelerated in those years. The authorities argued that “capital 

account liberalization has been in line with the country’s long-term strategy as outlined in the 

Tarapore II Report. As for accelerating liberalization, the RBI noted that with prospects for capital 

inflows quite low, liberalization at this time would not have any notable impact on rising external 

financing. Moreover, the RBI maintained that easing restrictions on foreign investment in corporate 

bonds would expose India to risks associated with volatile capital flows while offering excess 

returns to foreign investors. Finally, the authorities considered that interest rate caps on foreign 

borrowing were advisable from a prudential point of view to prevent exposing domestic borrowers 

to extremely high rates of interest which could result in systemic stress”. (IMF Article IV 

Consultation, 2008 pp.32) 

 

During the surge in capital inflows that followed the policy measures undertaken to contain the 

credit tightening of the crisis (that on the authorities point of view, was internal-demand driven), no 

capital controls were implemented. When authorities finally recognized that Indian economy had 

slowed down, later in 2013, India had to step back of almost two decades while imposing new 

restrictions to limit the reversed trend of capital outflows from the country. To curb the capital 

flight from the country that took place from 2008 to 2013, under the RBI governor D. Subbarao, 

two measures were implemented: 

• The US Dollar remittances of the resident Indians were lowered from 200,000$ to 75,000$ 

• The cap on the Overseas Direct Investment of Indian firms was lowered from 400% of the 

net worth to 100%. 

In addition, to curb dollar repurchases, monetary policy measures were undertaken: the Rupee 

liquidity was lowered and the short-term interest rates were increased (Fratzscher & Bussiere, 

2004). 

The current governor of RBI signaled that he is not interested in pursuing the capital controls way 

in the future, targeting the inflation as the main target of the policies.  
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4. EMPIRICAL	  ANALYSIS	  
 

4.1. Theoretical	  background	  	  

 

Since independence, Indian policy makers have sought a balance between monetary autonomy, 

financial integration and exchange rate stability over the years. This overview will help to better 

understand the theoretical reasons underlying this country’s choice to implement capital account 

controls. 

 

The impossible trinity is the incompatibility between government independence in monetary policy 

determination, open capital account and a fixed exchange rate regime in the same country at the 

same time.  

The trilemma of international finance stems from the fact that most of the policy makers would like 

to achieve these three ideal conditions at the same time: i) openness of the country’s economy to 

international flows of capital; ii) independence of central bank in using monetary policy as a tool to 

help stabilize the economy (by increasing the money supply and reducing interest rates when the 

economy is depressed, and reducing money growth and raise interest rates when it is overheated); 

iii) a stable exchange rate (as volatile exchange rates create volatility in the economy itself). As 

confirmed by history, a country can control only two of these three factors at the same time.  

The interactions between monetary and exchange rate policies depend upon a country’s position 

towards capital mobility, as described by the fundamental trilemma, (originated from the Mundell-

Fleming model).  

The term monetary policy refers to what a nation’s central bank or regulatory committee does to 

influence the amount of money and credit in the economy, or growth rate of the money supply. The 

monetary policy affects interest rates (the cost of credit) and the overall performance of the 

economy. The umbrella of interventions that fall under monetary policy decisions are modifications 

of the interest rate, acquisition or sale of government bonds, and variations of the amount of money 

banks are required to keep in the vault (bank reserves). The monetary decisions can go in two 

different directions: the expansionary and the contractionary ones. The interventions towards an 

expansion of the money supply are aimed at lower unemployment, boost private-sector borrowing 

and consumer spending, and stimulate economic growth. If the supply of money and credit 

increases too rapidly over time, the result could be inflation. Contractionary monetary policies are 
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implemented to contain inflationary trends in the economy, via the sale of short-term government 

bonds, higher interest rates or higher reserve requirements.  

Governments implementing currency policy decisions act on two different dimensions: the regime 

by which the currency is managed (fixed or floating, for example), and the level of the currency 

(strong or weak). In the first class of decisions, policy-makers have to determine whether to float or 

fix the exchange rate—and if to float, in which of the many possible ways. In the second instance, 

assuming the currency is not fixed, they need to determine what the preferred level of the exchange 

rate is. They can, of course, decide to let the currency float completely freely, but in developing 

countries policy-makers have shown themselves reluctant to do this. Policy-makers often act to 

avoid a substantial appreciation or depreciation of the currency, which implies that they have 

preferences over the currency’s level.  

Moreover, the exchange rate of an economy affects aggregate demand through its effect on exports 

and imports, and policy makers can exploit this connection. Many economists regard exchange rate 

manipulation as a type of monetary policy. 

Free movement of capital is the absence of capital controls over the flows going into and outside 

of a country. Free movement of capital is more easily sustainable for developed economies, and it is 

one of the policy decisions that governments have to undertake under the trilemma considerations. 

In an efficient and stable economy, it enables integrated, open, competitive and efficient financial 

markets and services. For citizens it means the ability to do many operations abroad, such as 

opening bank accounts, buying shares in non-domestic companies, investing where the best return 

is, and purchasing real estate. For companies it principally means being able to invest in and own 

foreign companies and take an active part in their management. 

 

National attitudes towards the impossible trinity are different, and consequently capital flows and 

capital controls are approached differently.  

The impossible trinity principle validates a role for capital controls in countries operating with 

fixed/managed flexible regimes, as shown in various analysis. 

For example, according to Johnston and Tamirisa (1998), capital controls are more likely to exist in 

countries with fixed or managed exchange rate regimes, lower per- capita incomes, larger 

government consumption as a ratio to GDP, larger current account deficits, low levels of economic 

development, high tariff barriers, and large black market premia, having the governments given up 
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the financial integration in order to keep authority on monetary decisions and exchange rate 

management.  

European countries chose to give up the single countries’ autonomy in monetary policy decisions, 

delegating them to European Central Bank, when embarked in their path towards a common 

currency in 1990s. All exchange rate movements were eliminated within their zone, and capital is 

free to flow.  

India’s approach to international finance has changed deeply after the 1990s crisis. After being an 

historically closed country, today’s macroeconomic policies are shifting to another corner of the 

triangle: capital account is only partially open, and exchange rate is a managed floating regime. 

Over the past two decades, following the balance of payment crisis of 1991, India undertook a slow 

path toward capital account opening. As analysed in the previous chapter, by keeping a closed 

capital account, India has benefited from a pegged exchange rate regime and a strong autonomy 

over policy decisions. 

Because free capital mobility exposes the national economy to potential instability, triggered by 

inward and outward capital flows (inflationary pressures, asset price bubbles or instabilities in the 

currency markets), India’s approach toward liberalization was gradual, prioritizing FDI and 

portfolio flows more than debt flows. A number of challenges stemmed from the greater financial 

integration with the global financial markets, first of all the impossibility to sustain a fixed 

exchange rate. In 1993, India officially moved to a market based exchange rate system. The 

currency encountered numerous structural variations since then, going from being closely pegged to 

the US dollar until 1997, to be free to fluctuate during the Asian financial crisis of 1997-1998, and 

again pegged to the US dollar until 2004, when the rupee became more flexible and pegged on a 

basket of several other currencies. In particular, from 2000s onwards, India started receiving 

substantial amounts of foreign investment, and between 2000 and 2008, the Reserve Bank of India 

had to intervene again heavily in the foreign exchange market, to prevent the rupee appreciation in 

the face of strong capital inflows. According to Hutchison, Sengupta and Singh (2011), these 

interventions were associated with less monetary policy autonomy, being the RBI forced to align its 

exchange rate targets to foreign markets rates. Since 2008, following the global crisis, India’s 

interventions on exchange rates were limited, allowing the authorities to gain independence on 

monetary measures to alleviate inflation and external imbalances issues. These results were first 

presented by Hutchison, Sengupta and Singh (2011), who evaluated in their paper to what extent 

financial integration imposed greater constraints on exchange rate and interest rate policies in India, 
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by measuring the trade-offs between capital account openness, exchange rate stability, and 

monetary independence in India, from the Second Quarter of 1996 to the Third Quarter of 2009. 

Assuming that while the three objectives of the trilemma cannot be achieved at the same time, but a 

combination of the three can always be viable, the three authors assessed the weight given by Indian 

policy makers to the three policies, finding out that exchange rate stability received high policy 

weight throughout the whole sample period (1996-2009). Between the fourth quarter of 2004 and 

the first quarter of 2005, as capital openness increased, the monetary independence was lost. This 

occurred when the Reserve Bank actively intervened on the exchange rates, to avoid an appreciation 

of the rupee consequently to the increased capital inflows. In the final time period analysed, the 

exchange rate was allowed to float in order to restore some monetary independence.  

 

4.2. Methodology	  

 

The literature provides two broad approaches on how to measure capital account openness: one 

based on measuring de jure openness, and one measuring de facto openness.  

De jure openness is mostly approximated by the removal of restrictions to capital account 

transactions as published in line E.2 of the IMF's Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and 

Exchange Restrictions (AREAR), although also the OECD Code of Liberalisation of Capital 

Movements has similar information, albeit only for OECD countries. The AREAR measure has 

been utilised in different forms in the literature. The usual way is to simply define it as a discrete 0-

1 variable, i.e. indicating full openness or closure. Studies using longer time periods, such as e.g. 5- 

year periods, generally use the share of the years in which a country had an open capital account as 

the measure of openness. The advantage of these measures is that they allow for a clear and easy 

identification of when a country had removed all barriers to capital account transactions. However, 

a drawback is that countries may liberalise their capital accounts by removing individual barriers 

gradually over time. 

The capital control measures used to create the index for the Model 1 in this paper are based on the 

de jure information from AREAR, from which cross-country time series of capital are typically 

draw. De jure information capture legal restrictions, but not whether or to what extent they are 

enforced. On the other hand, one difficulty in trying to construct empirically based de facto 

indicators of capital account restrictions is that there is not a clear benchmark of the gross capital 

flows consistent with free capital mobility. Furthermore, de facto indicators based on the 
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equalization of rates of return would assume efficient markets, and require making assumptions 

about investors’ expectations and preferences as well as the correlations of asset returns with other 

measures of risk. 

Following is listed a review of the authors that built de jure measures of capital controls: 

 

a. Quinn (1997) exploits the details of the descriptions in the AREAR to construct an openness 

measure, which can take 9 different degrees of openness - from 0 to 4 in 0.5 point 

increments. This allows for a much finer categorisation of de jure openness and its changes. 

However, a key drawbacks is that this openness measure has been created only for four 

years - 1958, 1973, 1982 and 1988 - thus not allowing the identification of in which years a 

country undertook those changes; (Quinn, 1997) 

 

b. Schindler (2009) analysed 91 countries over the period 1995 to 2005, and considered 

restrictions on inflows and outflows over six asset categories, namely, equity, bonds, money 

market, collective investment, financial credit, and foreign direct investment; 

 

c. Chinn and Ito’s KAOPEN index is an annual indicator of capital account openness, a de jure 

measure for 182 countries, 1970 - 2013 (Chinn & Ito, 2006). This measure provides little 

information because of its “lack of “granularity”, covering a too broad time period and 

number of countries. Broad indicators of capital controls that do not distinguish across asset 

categories, or even between controls on inflows and controls on outflows, will mask 

potentially important variations in the types of controls, as reported by Fernández et al. 

(2015) “Capital control measurement, a new dataset”, pg. 13-14; 

 

d. Andrés Fernández, Michael W. Klein, Alessandro Rebucci, Martin Schindler, and Martín 

Uribe (2015) measure the prevalence of controls across 20 asset/direction categories. They 

rely on the interpretation and codification of information provided in the IMF's Annual 

Report on Exchange Rate Arrangements, and extend available data in three dimensions; 

asset categories, countries, and sample period. The four new asset categories are derivatives, 

commercial credit, financial guarantees, and real estate. Nine new countries were selected 

through a population-based criterion, bringing the total number of countries to 100. The 

sample period has been extended to cover the period 1995 to 2013. This index constitutes 
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the measure of capital control in the model 1 of this paper, for its broad country and assets 

coverage. Despite its advantage of being a quantitative index resuming a large amount of 

qualitative and quantitative data, the short period covered represented a limit in the analysis. 

 

Most of the previous papers either focus on one type of capital control policy, such as restrictions 

on capital account, or construct an index that combines different types of capital controls. Another 

problem of using an index, is that the impact of restrictions on GDP varies by type of restrictions 

and it is possible that this is one of the reasons why the model 1 presented in the following 

paragraphs did not provide a significant coefficient for the variable that measures the capital 

controls. 

As an alternative to these de jure measures, the literature has analysed various de facto proxies of 

openness. The rationale for looking at actual openness is that a country that is open de jure may not 

necessarily experience the expected amount of flows, de facto. Since the question of interest is 

whether capital flows benefit or hurt countries, one may argue that one should define openness in 

terms of both legal restrictions and actual capital flows. The literature has looked at various capital 

flows as related to FDI, portfolio flows and debt flows (e.g. Kraay 1998). 

  

In order to assess the presence of correlation among capital controls imposed in India during the 

financial crisis and the growth of the country in terms of GDP, two approaches have been followed: 

the first model consists in a regression function that approximates the components of the GDP in 

India during the time period 1970-2014, supported by the assumptions of some of the most 

accredited theories of economic growth.  

The model introduces variables extrapolated from the different growth theories and the goal of the 

regression is to assess the presence of correlation of the GDP with the variable measuring the extent 

to which India has been imposing capital controls. 

 

The second approach is formulated with de facto proxies of the capital account openness: the trade 

and direct investment flows, as shares of GDP, are used as explanatory variables together with a 

variable introducing the effect of the financial crisis. The independent variable is the GDP per 

capita. In this second model a comparison is made between India (where capital controls, although 

reduced in the recent years, have been a long-term policy instrument to boost growth since decades) 

and six other countries in the East Asian region (where capital controls are less incisive or limited to 
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the function of absorption of short-term external shocks). The aim is to find out if the financial 

crisis spillovers affected more significantly the open economies or the closed ones. The countries 

considered are part of the Association of the South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). The association 

includes among its members 10 countries, namely: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao 

PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam. The analysis does not 

include the countries Brunei, Lao PDR Myanmar and Singapore, both as per lack of data and 

because of the differences of these economies with the rest of the countries analysed. The 

interpretation of the financial crisis dummy variable in the equation that seeks to explain the GDP 

variable, for each country, is expected to give insights on the benefits or damages of stronger 

controls on capital after the 2008 crisis. 

 

4.2.1. Model	  1	  

 

There are many factors influencing Gross Domestic Product growth of a country, both internal and 

external to the country. 

Endogenous growth models are opposed to exogenous growth models in much of the recent 

literature. A number of researchers started formulating the idea of endogenous growth in 1980s, to 

find an alternative to the exogenous growth models, like the one from Solow (1956) or the Ramsey 

Growth Model (Ramsey, 1928). The endogenous models replaced the idea supported by the 

exogenous theory, of an economic growth influenced by factors that arise outside from the sphere 

of action of the State: a number of variables are considered as exogenous growth determinants: all 

types of production factors, such as labour and shifts in technological innovation, raw material 

availability, external supply and demand of products, population growth rates. The theories of 

endogenous growth rely on policy measures as primary causes of growth in the long run. The 

government’s decisions have a prevailing impact over economic performance. Some of the most 

accounted models of the endogenous theory are the Rebelo’s Model, the Romer’s model, the Luca’s 

Human Capital Model and Barro’s Model with public goods (Barro, 1988), in which government’s 

expenditure is productive (as also assumed in the analysis performed in this paper). 

The analysis performed in this section follows an approximation of the growth rate function of East 

Asian countries’ GDP as formulated in “Determinants of Economic Growth in East Asia: A Linear 

Regression Model” (Kowalski, 2000). The author builds in this paper a linear regression function to 

explain the rapid development of the East Asian countries prior to the financial crisis that hit the 
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region in 1997. It is important to remark that the original model has been built in the attempt to 

exclude the financial factors (financial flows), thus the analysis was performed on data prior to the 

1997 crisis that affected East Asian countries. The countries considered in the original model were: 

Brunei, Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, Lao PDR, Macao, 

Malaysia, Micronesia, Mongolia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam. In individuating the 

most relevant determinants, the author considers three of the theories on economic growth: 

 

1. The neoclassical theory was developed at the end of the 19th century in Europe. Its main 

contributors were Lèon Walras, Alfred Marshall and Vilfredo Pareto. Economists of that 

time tried to solve the political argument of the distribution of power between industrialists 

and workers, bringing the focus from macroeconomic forces to microeconomic dynamics 

among firms and capital. Their ideas of government intervention in the economy were 

opposed to those of a free market equilibrium. According to Petri (1993) in its application of 

the theory to the East Asian experience, the fast growth in that region was mainly due to 

four reasons: the outward oriented trade strategy that promoted their access to world market 

and new technologies, the macroeconomic policies aimed at protecting the stability of the 

economy, the heavy investment in human capital and their ability in maintaining the internal 

products competitive in the international markets. 

2. The structuralist economics originated from Raul Prebisch and Celso Furtado’s work within 

the Economic Commission for Latin America, and the emphasis was on the inefficiencies in 

terms of trade between developed and developing countries, which were disadvantaged.  

The structuralist theory finds its implementation in the form of command economies: the 

government intervention is crucial for a strong economic growth. It finds support in the 

model of aggregate demand and supply, which shows how shocks can have bad 

repercussions on employment, income levels, economic stability, and is therefore important 

that the central authorities intervene in the market to strengthen the economy, through 

appropriate application of fiscal and monetary policies. 

Petri (1993) finds three reasons for the economic growth in East Asia under the structuralist 

view. The first reason is that Asian government efficiently intervened in those areas of the 

economy that were most critical for development of the country. Secondly, they allocated 

big amounts of investments to these critical areas. Third, governments avoided focusing 

only on a limited number of successful firms and thus mistakes in trade policies. 
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According to Dutt, Foley and Ros (2003) the structuralist theory assumed that price 

mechanisms failed in sustaining growth, in ensuring an equilibrium in the market and to 

equally distribute the income. Subsequently, with the addition of political and institutional 

factors like raising domestic saving rate to increase government spending in investments, 

policies aimed at contrasting the inflation and “artificial” improvement of the terms of trade 

through improved competitiveness, are to be recognised in order to facilitate growth of 

developing countries (Bitar, 1988). 

3. The market friendly theory of economic growth was first reported in “The Challenge of 

Development”, the 1991 World Development Report from World Bank, whose position was 

critic against the government activism in the economy. According to the World Bank’s 

report, the openness to trade improved the allocation of resources across countries, the 

quality of competition and therefore the benefits from technology improvement and product 

specialization. The report says about the previous theories supporting economic intervention 

that they “have not stood the test of time. Now there is clearer evidence, from both 

developing and industrial countries, that it is better not to ask governments to manage 

development in detail. Discriminatory taxes on agriculture have almost always turned out to 

be taxes on growth. Economic isolation behind trade barriers has proved costly. Retarding 

competition and interfering with prices, deliberately or accidentally, have very often proved 

counterproductive” (World Bank, 1991, pp.4). The market friendly approach focuses on 

benefits that growth potential brings to national economies through stable macro-economy, 

people, competition. The relation between governments and markets passes therefore 

through four main determinants: human development, micro-economy, macro-economy and 

macroeconomic policies. The first dimension, public and private investments in people, 

offers extremely high economic returns. Interventions both in reducing the rapid population 

growth in some of the poorest countries, and in increasing the level of education, 

urbanization and health care, have crucial impact on the effectiveness of other economic 

policies. The way the report links the four determinants of growth includes a series of 

examples: returns will result higher if the domestic economy is non-distorted, as well as an 

higher education of citizens permits a faster adoption of new technologies. Similarly, an 

efficient macroeconomic environment will help the national price system to remain stable 

and avoid inflationary pressures. On the microeconomic level, if enterprises stay profitable, 

there is a whole set of benefits that increases the overall virtuous cycle of the economy: the 
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amount of subsidies to address to domestic business would be reduced significantly, creating 

the possibility to target the investments to the most stagnating sectors of the economy; the 

technology diffusion would be enhanced, and the resources efficiently and strategically 

allocated, without need of State intervention in the demand and offer mechanisms. 

 

The three theories of growth in East Asian countries better explain the variations that have occurred 

in the East Asian region and that helped developing the economies from a condition of poverty to 

fast developing ones, and supported Kowalski (2000) in the individuation of specific variables that 

better explained the GDP growth variation. The following model uses some of these variables, only 

for India, in a different time frame and adding a new term to the equation: the overall financial and 

capital restrictions index (Fernández, Klein, Rebucci, Schindler, & Uribe, 2015). 

According to the neoclassical theory, the economic performance can be mainly attributed to the 

outward orientation of a country. The structuralist theory’s key growth indicators are linked to 

government performance, approximately measured by investments and spending, while the concept 

of an economy oriented to global markets, sustained by the market friendly theory, implies 

macroeconomic variables. The indicators that better resume this attitude are: 

 

a. Current account balance (trade) and Foreign Direct Investments (fdi) both as percentage of 

GDP (to measure outward orientation). While Kowalski (2000) used the variable “Exports 

of goods and services” as an indicator of how strong the country is in terms of demand of its 

products in the rest of the world, which can be translated in economic stability and future 

growth potential, the model in this paper substitutes this variable with the Indian net current 

account balance over the years, to capture the effects of government attitude both on exports 

and imports of goods and services. The competitive stimulus that stems from trade, 

generates gains that can over-perform short-term benefits of internal resource allocation, by 

positively impacting both on inputs and production processes quality. The trade variable is 

therefore thought to have a positive correlation with growth. The foreign direct investments 

data are taken as net inflows of investments to acquire a lasting management interest (10% 

or more of voting stock) in an enterprise operating in an economy other than that of the 

investor. Foreign investments trigger virtuous cycles in the economy: an high amount of 

firms investing in a particular country, is a clear indicator of the attractiveness of that 

country. At the same time, the more foreign firms invest in a national market, the more the 
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domestic business environment will benefit from positive externalities that those 

investments produce (such as technologies, skilled work force, know-how, capital). 

Following this view, foreign direct investments directly impact on GDP, positively; 

 

b. Government expenditure (expend) and total government capital formation (invest). 

Expenses are the cash payments for operating activities of the government in providing 

goods and services, while the net domestic capital formation (or net domestic investment) 

consists of outlays on additions to the fixed assets of the economy plus net changes in the 

level of inventories. Both these variables are expected to be positively correlated with GDP, 

as according to the endogenous view of growth, an active role of the government in fiscal 

policy stimulates the economy; 

 

c. Inflation rate (Infl) and central government gross fiscal deficit (fiscal_def), are 

macroeconomic indicators of a country’s stability and, coherently with the market friendly 

theory, impact growth. Both this variables negatively affect growth, being indicators of 

economic instability in the country. In presence of high inflationary pressures and fiscal 

deficit, governments of a country will not be focused on growth but on stabilizing the 

economy. The World Bank inflation index we consider is measured by the annual growth 

rate of the consumer prices index (annual %), which reflects the annual percentage change 

in the cost to the average consumer of acquiring a basket of goods and services that may be 

fixed or changed at specified intervals, such as yearly. The gross fiscal deficit data are taken 

from the Reserve Bank of India’s database. When a government's total expenditures exceed 

the revenue that it generates (excluding money from borrowings), the fiscal deficit 

increases. The model introduced the variable “fiscal deficit” as it directly reproduces the 

yearly improvements or slowdowns caused by government fiscal policies. Debt (the 

variables that Kowalski used in her model) is an accumulation of yearly deficits. 

 

The explanatory function proposed in this paper includes the indicator of capital controls 

formulated from Fernandez et al. (2015) and available from 1995 to 2013 in the model (ka). 

The index is a de jure measure formed by aggregating the values extrapolated from the Exchange 

Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER) Reports. The reason for using a de jure index 

for this model is that the Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions publication from IMF, 
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while representing the most widely used database for capital controls research, due to its almost 

universal coverage, captures, often through comments and qualitative distinctions, the existence 

rather than the intensity of restrictions. 

The dataset used by Fernandez et al. (2015) is based on Schindler’s dataset (Schindler, 2009), but 

with more countries, assets and years. The new dataset reports the presence or absence of capital 

controls, on an annual basis, for 100 countries over the period 1995 to 2013. 

An important feature of these data is that the information on capital controls is disaggregated both 

by whether the controls are on inflows or outflows, and by 10 different categories of assets.   

The 10 categories of assets for which Fernandez et al. (2015) extrapolated data on restrictions across 

the 100 countries are: 

·       Money market instruments with original maturity of one year or less (abbreviated with mm) 

·       Debt securities with original maturity of more than one year (bo) 

·       Equity, shares or other securities of a participating nature, excluding direct investments (eq) 

·       Collective investment securities, such as mutual funds (ci) 

·       Financial credit and all credits other than commercial (fc) 

·       Derivatives (de) 

·       Commercial credits for operations directly linked with international trade (cc) 

·       Guarantees, Sureties and Financial Back-up facilities provided by residents to non-residents 

and vice versa 

·       Real estate transactions (re) 

·       Direct investment accounts made for the purpose of establishing lasting economic relations 

both abroad by residents and domestically by non residents (di). 

 

The authors, according to the AREAER, distinguish among inflows and outflows for some of the 

above categories, and for a smaller group they consider two categories of inflows (Purchase Locally 

by Non-Residents - plbn and Sale or Issue Abroad by Residents - siar) and two categories of 

controls on outflows (Purchase Abroad by Residents - pabr and Sale or Issue Locally by Non-

Residents - siar). Each category assumed an entry of 0 or 1, respectively if there was no restriction 

or a restriction was in place. The total number of categories was originally 32, and after aggregating 

them by calculating the average of total outflows and total inflows, the indicators assumed a value 

of 0, 0.5 or 1. 
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It is important to remark again that an index that tries to approximate the “intensity” of capital 

controls is used in this first model. In empirical analyses, statistical measure of the degree of capital 

control has traditionally been a major issue. As noted by R.N. Cooper “results (of empirical 

analyses) cannot be considered decisive until we have better measures of the intensity, as opposed 

to the mere existence, of capital controls” (Cooper, 1999). 

 

Table 4.2.1 – Explanation of the variables in Model 1 
Variables	  
Name	  

Variables	  explanation	   Measurement	  
Units	  

Data	  source	   Time	  range	   Expected	  Sign	  

GDP Gross domestic 
product at purchaser’s 
prices 

US $ billion World Bank data 
(2015) 

1970-2014 Dependent 
variable 

Ka Index of capital 
account restrictions 

 Fernandez et. Al 
(2015) 

1995-2013  

trade Current account 
balance 

US $ million RBI data (2015) 1970-2014 + 

fdi Foreign investment US $ million RBI data (2015) 1970-2014 + 
expend Central government 

total expenditure 
Rupees billion RBI data (2015) 1970-2014 + 

invest Central government 
net domestic capital 
formation 

Rupees billion RBI data (2015) 1970-2014 + 

infl Consumer price 
inflation index  

Annual % World Bank data 
(2015) 

1970-2014 - 

fiscal_def Central government 
gross fiscal deficit 

Rupees Billion RBI data (2015) 1970-2014 - 

 

The explanatory function of Indian GDP (purchaser’s prices) becomes: 

 

GDP = β⁽+ β⁾ ka + βⁿ trade + β₀ fdi + β₁ expend + β₂ invest + β₃ infl + β₄ fiscal_def + 𝜀 

 

The linear regression, run through the specialized statistical software SPSS (IBM), calculates an 

equation that minimizes the differences between the observations in the dataset and the responses 

predicted by the linear approximation of the data. Technically, ordinary least squares (OLS) 

regression minimizes the sum of the squared residuals.  

 

4.2.1.1. Model	  1	  Results	  

 

The results show that the model has significantly explained the change in GDP for the time period 

considered, as revealed by the F test statistically calculated (significant at a 95% level). As revealed 
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by the Adjusted R-square value, 98.7% of the variation occurred between 1970 and 2014 in Indian 

GDP is caused by this set of variables. However, only some of the coefficients are significant. 

Trade, investments and fiscal deficit, positively impact the economic performance, incoherently 

with the theory in the case of the last variable: the sign of the fiscal deficit should in fact be 

negative. Unfortunately, the capital account restriction index turned out to be not significant; it is 

therefore not possible to assess the impact that this measure of capital account restrictions had on 

Indian economy using this model. The results of the linear regression analysis are reported below: 

 

Table 4.2.1.1.a - Model 1 Regression analysis results: Model summary 

 
Source: processing RBI data (2015) and Overall restrictions index (Fernández, Klein, Rebucci, Schindler, & Uribe, 

2015) – SPSS (IBM software)  

    

Table 4.2.1.1.b – Model 1 Regression analysis results: ANOVA Table 

 
Source: processing RBI data (2015) - SPSS (IBM) software 

Table 4.2.1.1.c – Model 1 Regression analysis results: Coefficients table 

 
Source: processing RBI data (2015) - SPSS (IBM) software 
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As shown in the results above, also the coefficients that are not significant do not report the correct 

signs that would be expected according to theory: all the coefficients were expected to be positively 

correlated to the GDP growth in India, exception made for the inflation indicator and the fiscal 

deficit: the results show a positive impact of all the coefficients, exception made for the variable 

“expend”, which turned out to be negative (despite expected to be positive). 

Some of the limits of the model are the little time coverage of the capital account index and the 

different composition of the datasets considered to collect the data.  

 

4.2.2. Model	  2	  

 

Indian economy can be compared with other East Asian countries in order to assess the similarities 

and differences in financial integration and its impact on their growth patterns. 

India has traditionally been a closed country, as shown in the previous chapters. Proponents of 

capital controls assert that short and long-term flows (foreign portfolio investments and FDIs) can 

have a destabilizing effect over a country’s economy. Capital controls can be categorized according 

to the direction of the flows on which they are exercised (inflows or outflows) and as direct or 

indirect. The direct controls (or administrative) restrict capital transactions and the transfer of funds 

through outright prohibitions, including restrictions on capital account transactions, restrictions on 

current account transactions, repatriation requirements, restrictions on the use of funds. Indirect or 

market-based controls include multiple exchange rate systems, taxation of cross border flows, and 

other indirect regulatory controls. These types of controls affect capital movements indirectly by 

increasing the costs associated with capital movements and associated transactions (Asiedu & Lien, 

2004). 

 

Capital controls are regulations on cross-border trade that discriminate between residents and non-

residents (Pasricha, Falagiarda, Bijsterbosch, & Aizenman, 2015). Following this definition, 

another way to approximate the intensity of controls imposed by a country is the index of the 

country’s openness to trade, measured by the trade-to-GDP-ratio: the sum of exports and imports 

divided by GDP. It can also be expressed as average of imports and exports as shares of GDP. This 

indicator measures a country’s openness or integration in the world economy. It represents the 

combined weight of total trade in its economy, a measure of the degree of dependence of domestic 
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producers on foreign markets and their trade orientation (for exports) and the degree of reliance of 

domestic demand on foreign supply of goods and services (for imports). The openness to trade in 

India has always scored low, if compared to other East Asian countries. The comparison is between 

India and the ASEAN countries, excluded Brunei, Singapore and Myanmar, whose economies are 

not comparable with the rest of the other countries in terms of GDP and financial integration.   

 

Graph 4.2.2 – Openness to trade flows 

 
Source: processing of World Bank Databank data (2015) 

 

The Graph 4.2.2 above reports the 5 years average openness to trade, measured as average import 

and export in seven of the ASEAN countries and India. The data are taken for the period 1980-

2014. As observable, the amount of import and export followed an uniform growing path in the 

region, although some countries  (Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines) inverted, while others slowed 

down (Lao PDR, Cambodia), by introducing barriers, the upward tendency subsequently to the 

2008 financial crisis. Malaysia, after introducing capital controls in response to the 1997-1998 East 

Asian financial crisis, experienced stronger recovery relative to countries that received IMF 

programs. India has maintained its slow plan of liberalization of the capital account after a first 

protectionist reaction after the financial shock. The trade flows scored below the other countries 

during the whole period considered as significant barriers were still in place. The restrictions in 

India over the years did not help to maintain positive trade flows, if compared to the other, more 

open East Asian countries. Has this helped to protect the economy from the recent external shock? 
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The IMF, in the 2008 Article IV Consultation in India, recommended the Indian authorities to resist 

protectionist trade measures, as “the global economy, including India, will bear the cost of the 

resulting decline in global trade”.  

The Graph 4.2.2.a below shows how the negative spillovers of the Lehman credit crisis strongly hit 

the countries considered in terms of trade flows. The graph reports the variation in trade openness 

(calculated by taking the half sum of net imports and exports as % of GDP). The measures 

undertaken in the direction of openness, to limit the negative effects of the crisis, resulted in a short-

term recovery of the flows; in the last four years, however, the measures did not prove efficient in 

improving the balance of trade. The situation has deteriorated especially in India, where the 

variation of the average of import and export flows decreased to -7,52% in 2014. 
 

Graph 4.2.2.a - Percentage change of openness to trade flows

 Source: processing of World Bank Databank data (2015) 

 

In response to the crisis, India adopted the following measures since September 2008 in order to 

encourage capital inflows and face the short-term negative effects of the crisis (International 

Monetary Fund, pp.11): 

• Trade credit: all in-cost-ceiling raised by 75-125 bps, depending on maturity 

• Portfolio investment: removal of curbs on foreign issuance of equity derivatives (so-called 

P-notes) imposed in October 2007. Limit on foreign institutional investors (FII) holdings of 
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corporate bonds raised from $3billion to $15billion, and of government bonds from $3 

billion to $5billion. Restriction on allocation of FII across equity and debt lifted. 

• External Commercial Borrowing (ECB): increased in borrowing limits per company and for 

the economy as a whole 

• Non-resident Indians deposits: cap on interest rates increased by 175 bps. 

• Imports: reinstatement of import duties on selected products 

• Promotion of exports: interest subsidy of 2% introduced for export credit for labour 

intensive exports. 

India was little exposed to spillovers of the crisis through the trade channel: 1% slowdown in global 

growth was estimated to trim only 0,3% points from India’s growth, as domestic demand explained 

almost all of India’s growth before the crisis (International Monetary Fund, 2008). At the opposite 

corner stood the Indian authorities’ view in those years: “they noted that, like other developing 

countries, India has been affected mainly via the trade channels. They contrasted India’s experience 

with that of advanced economies where the contagion spread from the financial to the real sector, 

while in India, the slowdown in the real sector was affecting the financial sector, which in turn has a 

second-order impact on the real sector. The authorities contended that the effects were mainly 

indirect and have been addressed by the measures taken [...] They expected 2008-2009 growth at 

7%. They emphasized the overall strength of domestic demand boosted by fiscal stimulus and 

substantial investment in infrastructure and argued that investment had been financed 

predominantly via domestic savings”. (International Monetary Fund, pp.16). They turned out to be 

too optimistic, as the Indian recent slowdown has highlighted. 

 

Another dimension that positively impacts GDP and is commonly object of capital controls is 

foreign direct investment (FDI). A recent empirical study investigates whether FDI has promoted 

growth in developing countries and, if so, the necessary conditions under which it has done so. The 

key finding is that the higher the stock of human capital in an economy (approximated by education 

levels), the greater the impact of FDI on economic growth. For the average developing country, the 

benefits of a dollar of FDI have exceeded those of a dollar of domestic investment (Asian 

Development Bank, 1999).  

Capital controls benefits on this type of flows are therefore controversial. In the East Asian region, 

FDI flows (calculated as average between inflows and outflows) re-established on the pre-crisis 

levels. In India the share of FDIs on GDP in 2008 was 2,56%, that diminished in the aftermath of 
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the crisis with a low of 0,8% in 2013, to start improving again in 2014 (World Bank data 2015). 

Policies to restore and strengthen the real economy while protecting financial stability should have 

been undertaken more resolutely, in order to win the competition among emerging markets to 

attract foreign capital in the aftermath of the crisis, when the global capital markets normalized.  

 

Graph 4.2.2.b – Openness to foreign direct investment  

Source: processing of World Bank Databank data (2015) 

 

The Graph 4.2.2.b above shows that India holds a small portion of the direct investment flows in the 

region considered. Countries like Vietnam, Cambodia and Malaysia were more successful in 

attracting investments although the Indian regulations on FDIs considerably relaxed in the last two 

decades. As explained in previous sections, India’s external attractiveness suffers from excessive 

bureaucracy and lack of transparency in the business environment. 

To assess on what extent trade openness and direct investments openness affect Indian economy, 

the linear regression is separately run for different countries again with the support of the 

specialized statistical software SPSS (IBM). The regression aims at measuring the extent to which 

the two independent variables, trade openness and fdi openness, affected the GDP per capita (PPP 

at current international $) of that country.  

The dependent variable of the model is the gross domestic product converted to international dollars 

using purchasing power parity rates, defined as the sum of gross value added by all resident 

producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value 

of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or 

for depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in current international dollars. Since 
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exchange rates not always reflect differences in price levels between countries, GDP and GDP per 

capita estimates are converted into international dollars using purchasing power parity (PPP) rates. 

PPP rates provide a standard measure allowing comparison of real levels of expenditure between 

countries, just as conventional price indexes allow comparison of real values over time. PPP rates 

are calculated by simultaneously comparing the prices of similar goods and services among a large 

number of countries.  

The regression was performed for each of the Asian country included in the analysis (Cambodia, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam) in the attempt to compare the results with the 

findings on Indian economy. 

According to the overall restrictions index from Fernandez et al. (2015), all the countries considered 

present a significant degree of restrictions on their capital account (see Table 4.2.2 below). The 

index is not available for Cambodia. Values close to zero indicate an open economy; values close to 

1 indicate that the country imposed controls on its economy. There are no countries reporting an 

index below 0,60 (Indonesia) while the maximum intensity reported is 0,98 (India). From 2000 to 

2013, the country with the highest intensity of controls on its asset is India (with an average of 

0,94), followed by Vietnam (0,93), Philippines (0,86), Malaysia (0,81), Thailand (0,77) and 

Indonesia (0,65). This data is relevant in the analysis because allows to generalize the findings 

about the country of interest (India) and to extend the validity of conclusions about the benefits or 

damages that capital controls have brought to developing economies before and after the recent 

global turmoil. 

We expect the coefficients of the independent variables (trade openness and FDI openness) to have 

the same direction for countries with a stronger degree of capital controls. 

 

Table 4.2.2 – Fernandez et al. overall capital account restriction index  

Country 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

India 0,90 0,90 0,93 0,93 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,98 0,95 0,95 

Indonesia 0,60 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,68 0,58 0,73 0,68 0,68 0,68 0,63 

Malaysia 0,80 0,83 0,83 0,80 0,80 0,83 0,80 0,75 0,85 0,80 0,80 0,75 0,75 0,88 

Philippines 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,88 0,93 0,95 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,88 
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Thailand 0,70 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,78 0,83 0,83 0,83 0,78 0,78 0,75 0,75 0,83 0,73 

Vietnam 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,93 0,93 0,93 0,93 0,95 0,90 0,90 0,93 0,88 0,88 

Source: Fernández, Klein, Rebucci, Schindler and Uribe (2015) Dataset 

 

The dataset for the regressions uses data from 2005 to 2013, extrapolated from the World Bank 

Database. Both FDIs and trade flows are taken as percentage of the GDP.  

The variables “Openness to trade” and “Foreign Direct Investments” are formed as follows: 

Openness to trade (Trade_Open) is equal to the sum of imports (% GDP) and exports (% GDP), 

divided by two. 

Imports of goods and services represent the value of all goods and other market services received 

from the rest of the world. Exports of goods and services represent the value of all goods and other 

market services provided to the rest of the world.  

FDI Openness (Fdi_Open) is equal to the sum of foreign direct investment, net inflows (% of GDP) 

and foreign direct investment, net outflows (% of GDP), divided by two. 

Foreign direct investments are the net inflows or outflows of investment to acquire a lasting 

management interest (10 per cent or more of voting stock) in an enterprise operating in an economy 

other than that of the investor. It is the sum of equity capital, reinvestment of earnings, other long-

term capital, and short-term capital as shown in the balance of payments. This series shows net 

inflows and outflows of investment from the reporting economy to the rest of the world and is 

divided by GDP. (World Bank Databank) 

Data are based on the sixth edition of the IMF's Balance of Payments Manual (BPM6) and are only 

available from 2005 onwards. 

Due to the restricted time range, and to an annual frequency rather than a quarterly frequency, data 

and analysis may lack of granularity.  

 

Table 4.2.2.a – Explanation of the dependent variables in Model 2 

Variable Definition 

Trade_Open Openness to trade: (Imports +Exports) / 2       (% GDP) 

FDI_Open Openness to foreign direct investments: 

(FDI inflows + FDI outflows) / 2          (% GDP) 
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Fin_Crisis Dummy variable:  

equal to 0 from 2005 to 2007;  

equal to 1 from 2008 to 2013 

       

When considering these variables, the regression model for determinants of economic growth is as 

follows:  

 

GDP (per capita, PPP) = β⁽ + β⁾*Trade_Open + βⁿ*FDI_Open + β₀*Fin_Crisis+ 𝜀 

 

The regression aims at measuring whether and on what extent the openness of a country, 

approximated by openness to trade flows and openness to FDI flows, benefits or damages the 

economy of a country, that is measured in the model by the GDP per capita. The relationship 

between openness and economic growth in developing countries has already been fully analysed by 

a large number of empirical papers.  

 

Assessing the goodness of fit of the statistical model considered means to find evidence of the 

explanatory power of the independent variables over the dependent variable: in our model we want 

to test whether or not the set of variables analysed contributes to explain the country’s GDP. 

The hypothesis to test against the null hypothesis is that the variables have significant impact over 

the country’s economy. 

 

Assumption 1: H⁽= The model has no explanatory power; H⁾=The model has explanatory 

power 

      

The hypothesis that “openness” of the economy plays a positive role in economic growth has been 

largely analysed in the theoretical and empirical literature (e.g. Frankel and Romer, 1999; 

Bensidoun et al., 2009) and many of them found empirical evidence of a positive relation. 

T. Gries, M. Redlin (2012) demonstrated through panel co-integration tests and panel error-

correction models (ECM) in combination with GMM estimation that in the long term, there is 

evidence of a positive significant causality from openness to growth and vice versa, indicating that 

international integration is a beneficial strategy for growth in the long term. By contrast the short-

run coefficient shows a negative short-run adjustment, suggesting that openness can be painful for 
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an economy undergoing short-term adjustments. In addition, the paper demonstrates that while the 

long-run effect remains predominantly positive and significant, the short-run adjustment becomes 

positive when the income level of the countries analysed increases. This result suggests that 

different trade structures in low-income and high-income countries have different effects on 

economic growth (The study considers 158 countries over the period 1970-2009). Following this 

authors’ findings, we hypothesize that the variable Trade_Open in our model has a positive impact 

on the GDP growth over the years, tested against the null hypothesis that this variable does not have 

significant impact on the economy during the time period considered. 

 

Assumption 2: H⁽= Trade_Open coefficient (β⁾) is 0; H⁾= Trade_Open coefficient (β⁾) is 

different from 0 

       

Theory provides conflicting predictions concerning the growth effects of FDI. The economic 

rationale for the countries that attract FDIs to their countries derives from the belief that foreign 

investment produces externalities in the form of technology transfers and spillovers. Romer (1993), 

for example, argues that important “idea gaps” between rich and poor countries exist. He notes that 

foreign investment can ease the transfer of technological and business know-how to poorer 

countries. According to this view, FDI may boost the productivity of all firms—not just those 

receiving foreign capital. Thus, transfers of technology through FDI may have substantial positive 

spillover effects for the entire economy. Adhering to this theory, this paper assumes a positive 

causal relation between the degree of openness of a country and that country’s economic 

performance. 

 

Assumption 3: H⁽= FDI_Open coefficient (βⁿ) is 0; H⁾= FDI_Open coefficient (βⁿ) is different 

from 0 

 

The sample of observations considered varies from 3 years before the financial crisis to 5 years 

after the outbreak. To assess the link between the openness of the countries and the growth, the 

financial crisis effect is controlled through a dummy variable: Fin_Crisis. 

 

Fin_Crisis = 0 is used between 2005 and 2007 (extremities included) 

Fin_Crisis = 1 is used between 2008 and 2013 (extremities included) 
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Graph 4.2.2.c – Global economy GDP growth rate (annual %) 

 
Source: World Development Indicators 2015 

 

According both to theory and empirical evidence, the coefficient of the dummy variable Fin_Crisis 

is expected to have a negative impact over the growth of the countries selected, being the negative 

consequences of the crisis on the overall world growth unquestionable. As visible from the Graph 

4.2.2.c above, the recent financial crisis caused an overall decrease in the global economy growth in 

the medium-term, with a 2% decrease from the pre-crisis levels reported in 2014. 

 

The coefficient of the dummy variable is therefore expected to be negative: 

 

Assumption 4:  The Fin_Crisis coefficient (β₀) has negative values 

 

4.2.2.1. Model	  2	  Results	  

 

1. India: The regression as a whole is significant. The R-squared of the regression, or the fraction 

of the variation in GDP that is accounted for (or predicted by) the independent variables is 
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86,7%. The adjusted R2 value ("Adj R-squared" in SPSS), which corrects the positive bias in 

R-squared, provides the value that would be expected in the population and in the first 

regression is equal to 78,7%. The p-value of the F-test is below the level of significance (5%), 

we therefore reject the null hypothesis of the first assumption (the model does not contribute to 

explain the dependent variable), as the variables show to have explanatory power in the model. 

Although the model as a whole is significant, the coefficients are not significant, and the signs 

are not the signs expected from the theory discussion. This may be caused by the small size of 

the sample, the lack of granularity of the data and the presence of multicollinearity among the 

variables. 

 

2. Cambodia: the result of the regression show that only the financial crisis variable has an impact 

on the GDP, the coefficient, however, is positive. The significance of the variable Fin_Crisis 

implies the rejection of the null hypothesis stating that the financial crisis had no impact over 

the GDP in the country, but the positive sign of the coefficient collides with the theory. The 

overall significance of the model is successfully tested (p-value of the F-test equal to 0,020), 

and both the R-squared and the Adjusted R-squared tell that the variables explain high shares of 

the variation in GDP (83,8% and 74,1%). 

 

3. Indonesia: the regression for the country Indonesia reveals a significant impact of the variables 

over the dependent variable, which allows rejecting the null hypothesis of the third assumption. 

Trade openness and FDI openness both have an impact on the GDP, although the sign of the 

first variable is not coherent with the theoretical assumption: the coefficient of Trade_Open is 

negative, meaning that the GDP is expected to decrease by -328,962 (current international $), 

with a 1 unit increase in Trade_Open, holding all the other independent variables constant. The 

dummy variable resulted not significant in this regression, meaning that we cannot reject the 

null hypothesis stating that the financial crisis did not have impact on the GDP.  

 

4. Malaysia: the model explaining Malaysia’s economic performance from 2005 to 2013 permits 

to reject all null hypothesis as well, except for the fourth assumption (the variable Fin_Crisis 

resulted not-significant). All the variables, except the dummy, showed to be highly significant, 

while the Adj R-squared reveals the model’s ability to explain the 88,5% of the variation in 

GDP. According to the findings, the openness to foreign direct investments benefits the GDP, 
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while the sign of the Trade_Open variable is negative, implying a negative relation between the 

independent and the dependent variable. This result is controversial, but coherent with the high 

barriers to trade imposed by Malaysia starting from the 1998 crisis onwards.  

 

5. Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam: the coefficients are not significant for these three countries, 

although the regressions as a whole (F-test) are significant. One of the reasons could be that, in 

all of the three regressions, highly correlated independent variables are explaining the same part 

of the variation in the dependent variable, so their explanatory power and the significance of 

their coefficients is "divided up" between them. Only the variable Trade_Open is significant in 

the regression “Vietnam”, and reports a positive sign, as expected. 

 

To understand the implications of these results, the Table 4.2.2.1 below summarizes the hypothesis 

rejected and not rejected for each country: 

 

Table 4.2.2.1. – Results of the hypothesis testing in Model 2 

 Assumption 1 Assumption 2 Assumption 3 Assumption 4 

India Reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ β₀ not significant 

Cambodia Reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ β₀ > 0 

Indonesia Reject H⁽ Reject H⁽ ; β⁾ < 0 Reject H⁽ ; βⁿ>0 β₀ not significant 

Malaysia Reject H⁽ Reject H⁽ ; β⁾ < 0 Reject H⁽ ; βⁿ>0 β₀ not significant 

Philippines Reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ β₀ not significant 

Thailand Reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ Can’t reject H⁽ β₀ > 0 

Vietnam Reject H⁽ Reject H⁽ ; β⁾ > 0 Can’t reject H⁽ β₀ not significant 

 

The Table 4.2.2.1 above shows that in all of the countries, the variables explain significantly a good 

share of the variation in GDP during the period considered, while only in Indonesia, Malaysia and 

Vietnam there is evidence of an impact of the trade openness on the GDP per capita. However, only 
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in Vietnam the impact reported is positive, as expected. The openness to foreign direct investments 

increases the GDP only in the models Malaysia and Indonesia, while the financial crisis effect is in 

almost all of the countries not significant for the model, making it impossible to generalize its 

impact on the economy only through the regression analysis. 
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5. DISCUSSION	  
 

The objective that this paper tried to achieve was an analytical assessment of the overall effect that 

capital controls had on Indian economy, in conjunction with the financial crisis that destabilized 

developed and developing countries in 2008. Both de jure and de facto measures were discussed 

and introduced in the two explanatory models analysed in the previous sections. To give an 

estimation of the effects of the restrictions (in the first model), or of the openness (in the second 

model) on the economy, regression analysis were run to investigate the quality of the impact of the 

determinants in a time period that ranges from 1970 to 2014 in the first model and from 2005 to 

2013 in the second.  

The models showed a satisfying degree of significance and explanatory power, despite the lack of 

significance of some coefficients (see Table 5 below). 

 

Table 5 – Regression analysis output of Model 1 and Model 2 

 
Source: processing of World Bank Data - SPSS software 

 

India’s imposition of capital controls was not efficiently captured from the first model 

implemented. The model was built in the attempt to catch the effects of the different factors that 

contribute to a developing country’s growth, according to three different theories: the neoclassical, 

the structuralist and the market friendly theories of growth in East Asia. The de jure measure of 

capital controls, the overall restriction index (Fernández, Klein, Rebucci, Schindler, & Uribe, 2015), 

resulted not explanatory when associated to the other variables in the model, that however revealed 

to be adequate in explaining the overall variation in GDP. 
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There is strong evidence in the previous literature of the benefits of openness to trade to the 

economy, as well as correlation between FDIs and economic growth. Encouraged by this evidence, 

I followed in this paper a second approach as an alternative to the first model. The time range spans 

from 4 years before the financial crisis, to 5 years that followed, to isolate the effect that capital 

controls policy had on the flows during the years. 

The advantage of the empirically based indicators of a country’s financial openness is that they 

reflect the extent to which actual capital flows evolve in response to legal restrictions. 

They are expected to be directly and positively correlated with growth, especially in the long-term, 

based on the findings of numerous authors and in particular of Gries and Redlin (2012). The second 

model has also introduced a comparative analysis between India and the ASEAN countries (not 

including Brunei, Singapore and Myanmar).  

Being the ratio of the comparative analysis the generalization of the findings on Indian economy, 

the countries were ranked according to the overall restriction index of capital controls intensity.  

India showed the highest degree of controls among the countries considered, and from this point of 

view it is comparable with another highly closed economy whose regression analysis delivered 

acceptable results: Malaysia. The analysis showed a decrease of 347,261$ in Malaysian GDP per 

capita when increasing by one unit the trade openness variable. The previous literature 

demonstrated controversial results on the effects of trade openness on growth in Malaysia: the 

openness to trade, despite increasing its competitiveness through a depreciation of the Malaysian 

Ringgit, could also have a weakening effect to the growth prospects, while worsening its balance of 

trade (Lee & Hong, 2013). Conversely, Kakar and Khilji (2011) demonstrate, by measuring the 

impact of FDI and trade openness on economic growth in Pakistan and Malaysia for the period 

1980-2010, how in the long run the trade openness is positively impacting the economic growth in 

Malaysia. The impact of the degree of trade openness on economic growth proves to be important 

and significant in the long run period. The same research explores the relation of casualty between 

FDI and growth, and shows that FDI is found to be not significantly stimulating growth in 

Malaysia, incoherently with the findings of our model. On the other side, stands the neoclassical 

growth theory, according to which trade openness has no impact on the long-term growth rate of an 

economy. 

Even if there is no sufficient evidence to generalize Malaysian results to the Indian case, the paper 

achieved the result of correlating a de facto indicator of controls to economic growth, coherently 

with the interventions in the economy of policy makers in those countries. Authorities considered 
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capital controls as beneficial, despite the recognition of the advantages coming from financial 

integration in the long-term, that is revealed in the slow and cautious liberalization policy 

implementation. 

The research obtained sufficiently satisfactory results (although limited by the small number of 

observations) on the effects that capital controls indexes of trade and FDI openness have on 

economic growth, while controlling for other key variables. The second model delivered evidence 

of the existence of the impact of these measures on Indian economy, but it remains controversial 

whether this impact had a positive or negative nature in the aftermath of the global slowdown. 

There are several limitations and suggestions that can be issued. Other measurements of trade 

openness can be used to replace the measurements applied in this research, that does not solve the 

debate over the preferability of de jure measures over de facto measure and viceversa. Besides the 

problem of data availability that I encountered, there could be a bias of non-linearity among the 

dependent variable and independent variables that contributed in the alteration of the results. 
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6. CONCLUSION	  
 

This paper examined the Indian transformation from a closed command economy to one of the 

fastest growing economies in the world. The economic and political drawbacks of the recent global 

financial crisis have been analysed and reported to better understand to what extent and in which 

direction the capital and borders restrictions have affected the economy: four main capital surges 

were experienced by Indian economy in the years before and after the 2008 crisis: two significant 

outflows surges, one before and one after the crisis, and two inflow surges, also before and 

following the Lehman crack. Three of these sudden surges were followed by the execution of 

controls.  

The central bank of the country, the Reserve Bank of India, plays a crucial role in monetary and 

exchange rates management, while the public banks, even after the sector liberalisation started in 

1991, still represent a large share of the banking system in India. The country shifted from one 

corner of the Impossible Trinity to the other, that is still only partially implemented: authorities 

priorities were initially focused on the protection of the economy through a closed capital account 

and a pegged exchange rate, sustained by the Five Years Plans development goals, crucial in 

transforming the former British colony in one of the most important countries in the world, both in 

terms of GDP and demographics. Subsequently to the 1991 currency crisis and the IMF pressures 

(Indian economy relied significantly on foreign aids) the policy makers entered the road of financial 

integration and opened the doors to market forces, although cautiously and gradually, letting the 

currency to become a managed float and shifting the objectives on monetary autonomy. This phase 

has been controversial, as controversial remains the long term-effect of the free flows of capital into 

and out of a country.  

The recent global crisis has therefore found a partially opened economy when it hit in 2008, to 

which Indian authorities responded by stepping back in the road to liberalisation in the short-term, 

to continue the reforms after 2013. The recent years’ poor performance of Indian economy 

questioned, however, whether the country is ready to open its economy to market forces. 

While it is evident that a 'multifactor' approach is needed to understand the variety of policies in the 

variety of Indian institutional settings (Petri, 1993), a comprehensive analysis of all the factors 

affecting a complex economy such as the Indian one poses a number of challenges when trying to 

individuate the impact of one specific dimension, such as the capital controls. The experience of 

other developing countries suggested that an open capital account better benefits those countries 
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that present a healthy financial, institutional and macroeconomic system. Indian weaknesses in the 

trade balance, its structural inflation, the high government debt, together with corruption in politics 

and its demographic issues, may obstruct a positive causal relation between the road to an open 

capital account and the economic development. Patnaik and Shah wrote, in 2002: 

“Under a permanent system of capital controls, costs are borne by the country at all times, whether 

there is a surge or capital flight or not. These costs may be justified if the capital controls are able to 

deliver on the goals of macroeconomic policy. The Indian experience does not suggest that these 

goals were met.” 
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8. APPENDIX	  
	  
8.1. Appendix	  1	  –	  India	  Real	  GDP	  Growth	  

	  
Year	   %	  GDP	  growth	  
1980	   5,3	  
1981	   6	  
1982	   3,5	  
1983	   7,3	  
1984	   3,8	  
1985	   5,3	  
1986	   4,8	  
1987	   4	  
1988	   9,6	  
1989	   5,9	  
1990	   5,5	  
1991	   1,1	  
1992	   5,5	  
1993	   4,8	  
1994	   6,7	  
1995	   7,6	  
1996	   7,5	  

1997	   4	  
1998	   6,2	  
1999	   8,5	  
2000	   4	  
2001	   4,9	  
2002	   3,9	  
2003	   7,9	  
2004	   7,8	  
2005	   9,3	  
2006	   9,3	  
2007	   9,8	  
2008	   3,9	  
2009	   8,5	  
2010	   10,3	  
2011	   6,6	  
2012	   5,1	  
2013	   6,9	  
2014	   7,3	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
Source:	  IMF	  data	  2015	  
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8.2. Appendix	  2	   -‐	  India	  Current	  Account	  
	  

Year	  
Current	  account	  
(US	  $	  million)	  

1950-‐51	  	  	  	   81	  
1951-‐52	  	  	  	   -‐342	  
1952-‐53	  	  	  	   126	  
1953-‐54	  	  	  	   100	  
1954-‐55	  	  	  	   12	  
1955-‐56	  	  	  	   15	  
1956-‐57	  	  	  	   -‐657	  
1957-‐58	  	  	  	   -‐906	  
1958-‐59	  	  	  	   -‐687	  
1959-‐60	  	  	  	   -‐391	  
1960-‐61	  	  	  	   -‐824	  
1961-‐62	  	  	  	   -‐645	  
1962-‐63	  	  	  	   -‐744	  
1963-‐64	  	  	  	   -‐734	  
1964-‐65	  	  	  	   -‐983	  
1965-‐66	  	  	  	   -‐1072	  
1966-‐67	  	  	  	   -‐1375	  
1967-‐68	  	  	  	   -‐1076	  
1968-‐69	  	  	  	   -‐546	  
1969-‐70	  	  	  	   -‐312	  
1970-‐71	  	  	  	   -‐594	  
1971-‐72	  	  	  	   -‐669	  
1972-‐73	  	  	  	   -‐403	  
1973-‐74	  	  	  	   1444	  
1974-‐75	  	  	  	   -‐1198	  
1975-‐76	  	  	  	   -‐206	  
1976-‐77	  	  	  	   1001	  
1977-‐78	  	  	  	   1313	  
1978-‐79	  	  	  	   -‐290	  
1979-‐80	  	  	  	   -‐685	  
1980-‐81	  	  	  	   -‐2804	  

1981-‐82	  	  	  	   -‐3179	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   -‐3407	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   -‐3216	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   -‐2417	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   -‐4867	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   -‐4560	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   -‐4852	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   -‐7997	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   -‐6841	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   -‐9680	  
1991-‐92	  	  	  	   -‐1178	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   -‐3526	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   -‐1159	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   -‐3369	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   -‐5912	  
1996-‐97	  	  	  	   -‐4619	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   -‐5499	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   -‐4038	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   -‐4698	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   -‐2666	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   3400	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   6345	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   14083	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   -‐2470	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   -‐9902	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   -‐9565	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   -‐15738	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   -‐27914	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   -‐38181	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   -‐48053	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   -‐78155	  
2012-‐13	  	  	  	   -‐88163	  
2013-‐14	  	  	  	   -‐32397	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	  
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8.3. Appendix	  3	  –	  India	  Capital	  Account	  
	  

Year	  
Capital	  account	  
(US	  $	  million)	  

1950-‐51	  	  	  	   -‐20	  
1951-‐52	  	  	  	   -‐5	  
1952-‐53	  	  	  	   -‐90	  
1953-‐54	  	  	  	   -‐3	  
1954-‐55	  	  	  	   -‐14	  
1955-‐56	  	  	  	   23	  
1956-‐57	  	  	  	   77	  
1957-‐58	  	  	  	   286	  
1958-‐59	  	  	  	   599	  
1959-‐60	  	  	  	   407	  
1960-‐61	  	  	  	   723	  
1961-‐62	  	  	  	   510	  
1962-‐63	  	  	  	   715	  
1963-‐64	  	  	  	   807	  
1964-‐65	  	  	  	   865	  
1965-‐66	  	  	  	   1110	  
1966-‐67	  	  	  	   1240	  
1967-‐68	  	  	  	   1139	  
1968-‐69	  	  	  	   676	  
1969-‐70	  	  	  	   669	  
1970-‐71	  	  	  	   580	  
1971-‐72	  	  	  	   697	  
1972-‐73	  	  	  	   360	  
1973-‐74	  	  	  	   -‐1416	  
1974-‐75	  	  	  	   600	  
1975-‐76	  	  	  	   913	  
1976-‐77	  	  	  	   905	  
1977-‐78	  	  	  	   828	  
1978-‐79	  	  	  	   1597	  
1979-‐80	  	  	  	   1090	  
1980-‐81	  	  	  	   1665	  

1981-‐82	  	  	  	   657	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   2087	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   2655	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   3147	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   4506	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   4512	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   5047	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   8064	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   6977	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   7188	  
1991-‐92	  	  	  	   3777	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   2936	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   9694	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   9156	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   4690	  
1996-‐97	  	  	  	   11412	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   10010	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   8260	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   11100	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   8534	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   8357	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   10640	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   17338	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   28629	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   24954	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   46171	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   107902	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   7835	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   51622	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   61103	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   65324	  
2012-‐13	  	  	  	   91989	  
2013-‐14	  	  	  	   47906	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	  
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8.4. Appendix	  4-‐	  India	  Balance	  of	  Payments	  
	  

Year	  

Overall	  
Balance	  (US	  
$	  million)	  

1950-‐51	  	  	  	   61	  
1951-‐52	  	  	  	   -‐347	  
1952-‐53	  	  	  	   36	  
1953-‐54	  	  	  	   97	  
1954-‐55	  	  	  	   -‐2	  
1955-‐56	  	  	  	   38	  
1956-‐57	  	  	  	   -‐580	  
1957-‐58	  	  	  	   -‐620	  
1958-‐59	  	  	  	   -‐88	  
1959-‐60	  	  	  	   16	  
1960-‐61	  	  	  	   -‐101	  
1961-‐62	  	  	  	   -‐135	  
1962-‐63	  	  	  	   -‐29	  
1963-‐64	  	  	  	   73	  
1964-‐65	  	  	  	   -‐118	  
1965-‐66	  	  	  	   38	  
1966-‐67	  	  	  	   -‐135	  
1967-‐68	  	  	  	   63	  
1968-‐69	  	  	  	   130	  
1969-‐70	  	  	  	   357	  
1970-‐71	  	  	  	   -‐14	  
1971-‐72	  	  	  	   28	  
1972-‐73	  	  	  	   -‐43	  
1973-‐74	  	  	  	   28	  
1974-‐75	  	  	  	   -‐599	  
1975-‐76	  	  	  	   707	  
1976-‐77	  	  	  	   1905	  
1977-‐78	  	  	  	   2141	  
1978-‐79	  	  	  	   1308	  
1979-‐80	  	  	  	   405	  
1980-‐81	  	  	  	   -‐1140	  

1981-‐82	  	  	  	   -‐2523	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   -‐1319	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   -‐561	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   730	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   -‐361	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   -‐47	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   195	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   68	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   136	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   -‐2492	  
1991-‐92	  	  	  	   2599	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   -‐590	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   8535	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   5787	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   -‐1222	  
1996-‐97	  	  	  	   6793	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   4511	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   4222	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   6402	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   5868	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   11757	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   16985	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   31421	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   26159	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   15052	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   36606	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   92164	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   -‐20080	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   13441	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   13050	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   -‐12831	  
2012-‐13	  	  	  	   3826	  
2013-‐14	  	  	  	   15508	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	  
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8.5. Appendix	  5	  –	  India	  Foreign	  Investment	  
	  

Year	  

Foreign	  
investment	  
(US	  $	  million)	  

1950-‐51	  	  	  	   8	  
1951-‐52	  	  	  	   8	  
1952-‐53	  	  	  	   8	  
1953-‐54	  	  	  	   17	  
1954-‐55	  	  	  	   17	  
1955-‐56	  	  	  	   50	  
1956-‐57	  	  	  	   44	  
1957-‐58	  	  	  	   6	  
1958-‐59	  	  	  	   21	  
1959-‐60	  	  	  	   109	  
1960-‐61	  	  	  	   59	  
1961-‐62	  	  	  	   63	  
1962-‐63	  	  	  	   .	  
1963-‐64	  	  	  	   55	  
1964-‐65	  	  	  	   99	  
1965-‐66	  	  	  	   38	  
1966-‐67	  	  	  	   51	  
1967-‐68	  	  	  	   49	  
1968-‐69	  	  	  	   37	  
1969-‐70	  	  	  	   32	  
1970-‐71	  	  	  	   48	  
1971-‐72	  	  	  	   58	  
1972-‐73	  	  	  	   40	  
1973-‐74	  	  	  	   67	  
1974-‐75	  	  	  	   87	  
1975-‐76	  	  	  	   -‐9	  
1976-‐77	  	  	  	   -‐29	  
1977-‐78	  	  	  	   -‐12	  
1978-‐79	  	  	  	   30	  
1979-‐80	  	  	  	   86	  
1980-‐81	  	  	  	   .	  

1981-‐82	  	  	  	   .	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   .	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   .	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   .	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   .	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   195	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   434	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   357	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   410	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   103	  
1991-‐92	  	  	  	   133	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   557	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   4233	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   4922	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   4803	  
1996-‐97	  	  	  	   6154	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   5390	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   2412	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   5191	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   6791	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   8146	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   6015	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   15678	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   15298	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   21395	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   29743	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   62000	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   27884	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   65485	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   60500	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   50362	  
2012-‐13	  	  	  	   54723	  
2013-‐14	  	  	  	   35792	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	  
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8.6. Appendix	  6	  -‐	  India	  Central	  government	  expenditure	  
	  

Year	  

Total	  
expenditure	  
(Rupees	  Billion)	  

1970-‐71	  	  	  	   56,24	  
1971-‐72	  	  	  	   68,92	  
1972-‐73	  	  	  	   78,57	  
1973-‐74	  	  	  	   82,18	  
1974-‐75	  	  	  	   99,36	  
1975-‐76	  	  	  	   123,79	  
1976-‐77	  	  	  	   136,57	  
1977-‐78	  	  	  	   155,06	  
1978-‐79	  	  	  	   187,66	  
1979-‐80	  	  	  	   189,62	  
1980-‐81	  	  	  	   227,68	  
1981-‐82	  	  	  	   252,65	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   307,91	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   355,34	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   436,32	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   526,66	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   629,16	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   682,61	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   791,11	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   929,08	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   1052,98	  

1991-‐92	  	  	  	   1114,14	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   1226,18	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   1418,53	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   1607,39	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   1782,75	  
1996-‐97	  	  	  	   2010,07	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   2320,53	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   2793,4	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   2980,53	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   3255,92	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   3623,1	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   4132,48	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   4712,03	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   4982,52	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   5057,38	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   5833,87	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   7126,71	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   8839,56	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   10244,87	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   11973,28	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   13043,65	  
2012-‐13	  	  	  	   14103,72	  
2013-‐14	  	  	  	   15594,47	  
2014-‐15	  	  	  	   16811,58	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	  
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8.7. Appendix	  7	  –	  India	  central	  government	  capital	  formation	  	  
	  
(Rupees	  
Billion)	  

Current	  
Prices	  

1950-‐51	  	  	  	   4,37	  
1951-‐52	  	  	  	   6,86	  
1952-‐53	  	  	  	   3,35	  
1953-‐54	  	  	  	   3,73	  
1954-‐55	  	  	  	   6,15	  
1955-‐56	  	  	  	   9,19	  
1956-‐57	  	  	  	   14,7	  
1957-‐58	  	  	  	   13,04	  
1958-‐59	  	  	  	   11,12	  
1959-‐60	  	  	  	   12,71	  
1960-‐61	  	  	  	   17,52	  
1961-‐62	  	  	  	   16,6	  
1962-‐63	  	  	  	   20,82	  
1963-‐64	  	  	  	   22,67	  
1964-‐65	  	  	  	   27,18	  
1965-‐66	  	  	  	   32,92	  
1966-‐67	  	  	  	   38,16	  
1967-‐68	  	  	  	   35,99	  
1968-‐69	  	  	  	   32,98	  
1969-‐70	  	  	  	   42,27	  
1970-‐71	  	  	  	   44,11	  
1971-‐72	  	  	  	   50,87	  
1972-‐73	  	  	  	   48,24	  
1973-‐74	  	  	  	   77,47	  
1974-‐75	  	  	  	   88,39	  
1975-‐76	  	  	  	   86,86	  
1976-‐77	  	  	  	   94,65	  
1977-‐78	  	  	  	   115,52	  
1978-‐79	  	  	  	   161,27	  
1979-‐80	  	  	  	   157,61	  

1980-‐81	  	  	  	   172,62	  
1981-‐82	  	  	  	   193,82	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   214,08	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   237,86	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   281,02	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   345,11	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   367,1	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   473,4	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   609,46	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   737,61	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   999,54	  
1991-‐92	  	  	  	   822,81	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   1042,99	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   1149,29	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   1618,12	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   1974,59	  
1996-‐97	  	  	  	   2062,77	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   2548,25	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   2727,81	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   3523,62	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   3214,07	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   3422,97	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   3815,63	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   4902,62	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   7441,5	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   9160,33	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   11127,04	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   14160,67	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   13661,82	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   17033,3	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   20812,39	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   23207,37	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	  
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8.8. Appendix	  8	  –	  India	  Inflation,	  consumer	  prices	  	  
	  

Year	  
Consumer	  prices	  
(annual	  %)	  

1961	   1,75	  
1962	   3,58	  
1963	   2,94	  
1964	   13,35	  
1965	   9,48	  
1966	   10,81	  
1967	   13,05	  
1968	   3,00	  
1969	   0,57	  
1970	   5,10	  
1971	   3,08	  
1972	   6,46	  
1973	   16,93	  
1974	   28,60	  
1975	   5,74	  
1976	   -‐7,63	  
1977	   8,32	  
1978	   2,52	  
1979	   6,25	  
1980	   11,37	  
1981	   13,12	  
1982	   7,89	  
1983	   11,87	  
1984	   8,32	  
1985	   5,56	  
1986	   8,73	  

1987	   8,80	  
1988	   9,38	  
1989	   3,26	  
1990	   8,97	  
1991	   13,87	  
1992	   11,79	  
1993	   6,36	  
1994	   10,21	  
1995	   10,22	  
1996	   8,98	  
1997	   7,16	  
1998	   13,23	  
1999	   4,67	  
2000	   4,01	  
2001	   3,68	  
2002	   4,39	  
2003	   3,81	  
2004	   3,77	  
2005	   4,25	  
2006	   6,15	  
2007	   6,37	  
2008	   8,35	  
2009	   10,88	  
2010	   11,99	  
2011	   8,86	  
2012	   9,31	  
2013	   10,91	  
2014	   6,35	  

	  
Source:	  World	  Bank	  data	  2015	  
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8.9. Appendix	  9	  –	  India	  Fiscal	  deficit	  	  
	  

Year	  

	  Gross	  fiscal	  
deficit	  (Rupees	  
Billion)	  

1980-‐81	  	  	  	   82,99	  
1981-‐82	  	  	  	   86,66	  
1982-‐83	  	  	  	   106,27	  
1983-‐84	  	  	  	   130,3	  
1984-‐85	  	  	  	   174,16	  
1985-‐86	  	  	  	   218,58	  
1986-‐87	  	  	  	   263,42	  
1987-‐88	  	  	  	   270,44	  
1988-‐89	  	  	  	   309,23	  
1989-‐90	  	  	  	   356,32	  
1990-‐91	  	  	  	   446,32	  
1991-‐92	  	  	  	   363,25	  
1992-‐93	  	  	  	   401,73	  
1993-‐94	  	  	  	   602,57	  
1994-‐95	  	  	  	   577,03	  
1995-‐96	  	  	  	   602,43	  

1996-‐97	  	  	  	   667,33	  
1997-‐98	  	  	  	   889,37	  
1998-‐99	  	  	  	   1133,49	  
1999-‐00	  	  	  	   1047,16	  
2000-‐01	  	  	  	   1188,16	  
2001-‐02	  	  	  	   1409,55	  
2002-‐03	  	  	  	   1450,72	  
2003-‐04	  	  	  	   1232,73	  
2004-‐05	  	  	  	   1257,94	  
2005-‐06	  	  	  	   1464,35	  
2006-‐07	  	  	  	   1425,73	  
2007-‐08	  	  	  	   1269,12	  
2008-‐09	  	  	  	   3369,92	  
2009-‐10	  	  	  	   4184,82	  
2010-‐11	  	  	  	   3735,92	  
2011-‐12	  	  	  	   5159,9	  
2012-‐13	  	  	  	   4901,9	  
2013-‐14	  	  	  	   5028,58	  
2014-‐15	  	  	  	   5126,28	  

	  
Source:	  RBI	  data	  2015	   	  
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8.10. Appendix	  10	  –	  Overall	  capital	  account	  restrictions	  index	  	  
	  

The dataset expands and updates for the years 2006-2013 the one in Martin Schindler,  
"Measuring Financial Integration: A New Data Set", IMF Staff Papers, Vol. 56, No. 1, 2009, pp. 222-238 
The data reflect the authors' interpretation and codification of information provided in the IMF's Annual  
Report on Exchange Rate Arrangements and Restrictions (AREAER) and should not be viewed as official 
national or IMF data. 

  

	  	  

Country	   Year	  

Overall	  
restrictio
n	  Index	  

India	   1995	   1,00	  
India	   1996	   1,00	  
India	   1997	   0,90	  
India	   1998	   0,90	  
India	   1999	   0,90	  
India	   2000	   0,90	  
India	   2001	   0,90	  
India	   2002	   0,93	  
India	   2003	   0,93	  
India	   2004	   0,95	  
India	   2005	   0,95	  
India	   2006	   0,95	  
India	   2007	   0,95	  
India	   2008	   0,95	  
India	   2009	   0,95	  
India	   2010	   0,95	  
India	   2011	   0,98	  
India	   2012	   0,95	  
India	   2013	   0,95	  
Indonesia	   1995	   0,50	  
Indonesia	   1996	   0,53	  
Indonesia	   1997	   0,45	  
Indonesia	   1998	   0,55	  
Indonesia	   1999	   0,55	  
Indonesia	   2000	   0,60	  
Indonesia	   2001	   0,63	  
Indonesia	   2002	   0,63	  
Indonesia	   2003	   0,63	  
Indonesia	   2004	   0,63	  
Indonesia	   2005	   0,63	  
Indonesia	   2006	   0,63	  
Indonesia	   2007	   0,68	  
Indonesia	   2008	   0,58	  
Indonesia	   2009	   0,73	  
Indonesia	   2010	   0,68	  
Indonesia	   2011	   0,68	  

Indonesia	   2012	   0,68	  
Indonesia	   2013	   0,63	  
Malaysia	   1995	   0,72	  
Malaysia	   1996	   0,72	  
Malaysia	   1997	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   1998	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   1999	   0,78	  
Malaysia	   2000	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   2001	   0,83	  
Malaysia	   2002	   0,83	  
Malaysia	   2003	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   2004	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   2005	   0,83	  
Malaysia	   2006	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   2007	   0,75	  
Malaysia	   2008	   0,85	  
Malaysia	   2009	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   2010	   0,80	  
Malaysia	   2011	   0,75	  
Malaysia	   2012	   0,75	  
Malaysia	   2013	   0,88	  
Philippines	   1995	   0,86	  
Philippines	   1996	   0,81	  
Philippines	   1997	   0,80	  
Philippines	   1998	   0,75	  
Philippines	   1999	   0,75	  
Philippines	   2000	   0,75	  
Philippines	   2001	   0,75	  
Philippines	   2002	   0,75	  
Philippines	   2003	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2004	   0,93	  
Philippines	   2005	   0,95	  
Philippines	   2006	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2007	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2008	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2009	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2010	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2011	   0,88	  
Philippines	   2012	   0,88	  

Philippines	   2013	   0,88	  
Thailand	   1995	   0,58	  
Thailand	   1996	   0,61	  
Thailand	   1997	   0,70	  
Thailand	   1998	   0,65	  
Thailand	   1999	   0,65	  
Thailand	   2000	   0,70	  
Thailand	   2001	   0,75	  
Thailand	   2002	   0,75	  
Thailand	   2003	   0,75	  
Thailand	   2004	   0,78	  
Thailand	   2005	   0,83	  
Thailand	   2006	   0,83	  
Thailand	   2007	   0,83	  
Thailand	   2008	   0,78	  
Thailand	   2009	   0,78	  
Thailand	   2010	   0,75	  
Thailand	   2011	   0,75	  
Thailand	   2012	   0,83	  
Thailand	   2013	   0,73	  
Vietnam	   1995	   0,88	  
Vietnam	   1996	   0,39	  
Vietnam	   1997	   0,86	  
Vietnam	   1998	   0,94	  
Vietnam	   1999	   0,94	  
Vietnam	   2000	   0,95	  
Vietnam	   2001	   0,95	  
Vietnam	   2002	   0,95	  
Vietnam	   2003	   0,95	  
Vietnam	   2004	   0,93	  
Vietnam	   2005	   0,93	  
Vietnam	   2006	   0,93	  
Vietnam	   2007	   0,93	  
Vietnam	   2008	   0,95	  
Vietnam	   2009	   0,90	  
Vietnam	   2010	   0,90	  
Vietnam	   2011	   0,93	  
Vietnam	   2012	   0,88	  
Vietnam	   2013	   0,88	  



	  


